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Summary 

In efforts to ensure proper development and maintain tissue homeostasis, no signaling 

pathway functions in isolation. There is a tremendous amount of functional integration. One such 

example is the cooperation between the Retinoblastoma (Rb) and the Hippo tumor suppressor 

pathways. We know that the crosstalk occurs on at least two levels: in the regulation of cellular 

proliferation and in maintenance of terminal differentiation. We uncovered a novel mode of 

mechanism of the Hippo pathway in cooperation with the Rb pathway to ensure cell cycle exit. 

The downstream transcription factor complexes, dE2f1/dDP and Yki/Sd, activate the expression 

of their common target genes. In this work I demonstrate that the chromatin-binding protein 

GAGA Factor (GAF), is a novel and critical partner in transcriptional regulation by Yki/Sd and 

dE2f1. I show that functional GAF and its binding to the promoters of target genes common to 

dE2f1-Yki/Sd is required for both developmental and ectopic cell proliferation.  

The differentiation defects following simultaneous inactivation of the Rb and Hippo 

pathways manifest themselves as the failure to maintain cell-specific markers in the eye imaginal 

disc. I created a genetic lineage-tracing tool to visualize the cells, which have lost their identity. I 

optimized the conditions for single cell analysis to determine the mechanism by which Rb and 

Hippo pathways cooperatively guard the state of terminal differentiation. Initial analysis 

confirmed the success of our approach and identified mutant cells marked by the expression of 

the reporter gene lacZ. Current experiments of single cell RNA sequencing will give insight into 

the precise transcriptional signature of the mutant cells.  

 In light of emerging evidence of the conserved cooperation of the Rb and Hippo 

pathways, I sought to identify additional points of crosstalk. From studies in both flies and 

mammals, it is clear that these two pathways control mitochondrial function. Therefore, first I 
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asked whether therapeutic modulation of the Rb pathway in human breast cancer cells would 

influence mitochondrial activity. I show that pRb activates mitochondria-associated gene 

expression in an E2f-independent fashion. This, subsequently, leads to elevated mitochondrial 

activity and oxidative phosphorylation. Interestingly, enhanced mitochondrial activity sensitizes 

the normal MCF10A and MCF7 cancer cells to doxorubicin-induced apoptosis, but not the more 

aggressive MDA-MB-231 cancer cells. This work demonstrates that therapeutic activation of 

pRb sensitizes cells to apoptosis, but the level of sensitivity varies among cell lines. 
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1. Introduction 
 

1.1 The Retinoblastoma tumor suppressor pathway 

It is widely accepted that a cell needs to undergo multiple lesions in order to become 

malignant. A cell acquires abilities to evade tumorigenic signals, sustain proliferative capacity, 

and resist cell death. This is commonly achieved by a deregulation of multiple pathways that 

govern these processes. Among most frequently found mutations in human cancers are those 

inactivating the p16/pRB pathway (1). The Retinoblastoma (Rb) gene was the first tumor 

suppressor to be identified (2), and is a key regulator of the cell cycle. Inactivation of the Rb 

pathway is considered to be an early and obligatory step in cancer progression.    

In the absence of mitogenic signals, the hypophosphorylated pRb physically binds to and 

blocks the activity of the E2f family of transcription factors, targets of which are required for G1 

to S phase transition. In response to mitogenic signals, Cyclin Dependent Kinase 4 and 6 (CDK4 

and CDK6) phosphorylate pRb, rendering it inactive. Inactivation of pRb permits the progression 

of the cell cycle. This step is a critical point of regulation, as unchecked E2f activity leads to 

ectopic proliferation. There is a large amount of experimental evidence underscoring the role of 

pRb in cell cycle exit (3).  

In addition to its key role in guarding the G1 to S phase transition, the Rb pathway has 

been implicated in many other processes, including DNA damage response, apoptosis, 

senescence and differentiation (4). Cell cycle exit and differentiation go hand-in-hand as 

organisms develop. Tumors containing highly proliferative cells, resembling poorly 

differentiated cells, have been deemed particularly malignant. Mammalian cell culture and 

mouse tissue-specific Rb knockout studies have revealed an essential role of pRb in 

differentiation (5,6). In these tissues, the loss of Rb leads to a reduction in the levels of 
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differentiation markers, apoptosis, and inappropriate proliferation (7). pRb is thought to promote 

differentiation by cooperating with cell type specific transcription factors. One notable example 

is where pRb promotes the activity of the CBFA1/Runx2 transcription factor and consequently, 

osteoblast differentiation (6). This is of particular interest considering the high frequency of pRb 

inactivation in osteosarcomas (8). However, the precise role of pRb in differentiation remains to 

be determined. 

Studies of the Rb pathway in mammalian systems have proven to be challenging due to 

the redundant functions of the members of the pRb (pRb, p107, p130) and E2F (E2F1-8) 

families. In Drosophila, there are only two pRb proteins, RBF1 and RBF2, one activator E2F, 

dE2F1, and a single repressor E2F, dE2F2, yet their functions and roles in the cell cycle are 

highly conserved (9). Additionally, the diversity of powerful genetic tools available in 

Drosophila makes it an ideal model system for dissecting the function of the Rb pathway.       
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1.2. The Hippo tumor suppressor pathway  

In the last decade or so the Hippo pathway has emerged as one of the major regulators of 

organ size in Drosophila and mammals. The Hippo pathway was first identified and 

characterized in Drosophila (10,11) and subsequently found to be highly conserved in 

mammalian systems (12-15). A large body of work has shed light onto the inputs and the outputs 

of the Hippo pathway (Figure 1, adapted from (16)). In response to various signals, the Hippo 

pathway regulates proliferation, cell survival, metastasis and regeneration (reviewed in (16-19)). 

The complex upstream regulators include the atypical cadherin Fat, the regulators of the apico-

basal polarity, Crumbs, atypical Protein Kinase C and Lethal-giant-larvae, as well as the KEM 

complex, which comprises Kibra, Expanded and Merlin (reviewed in (20)).  

Almost all of these signals converge on the downstream kinase cascade. The core kinase 

cascade functions analogously in flies and humans (Fig. 1B). In Drosophila, Hippo (Hpo) kinase, 

along with the scaffold protein Salvador (Sav), activates Warts (Wts) kinase, which upon binding 

to its own partner Mob as a tumor suppressor (Mats) phosphorylates the transcriptional co-

activator Yorkie (Yki) (Fig.1B). Yki is phosphorylated on Serines S111, S250 and S168, with 

S168 being the major sight of negative regulation (21). Phosphorylation on S168 creates a 

binding site for 14-3-3 protein, which retains Yki in the cytoplasm, rendering it inactive (22). 

When the Hippo pathway is inactivated, unphosphorylated Yki is free to translocate into the 

nucleus and upon binding to its DNA-binding partner, Scalloped (Sd) activates its target genes, 

including cyclin E, the miRNA bantam and Drosophila inhibitor of apoptosis (diap1) (23-25).  

A new upstream regulator in the form mechanical tension has been recently identified. 

This is of significance, because how cells are influenced by the microenvironment is largely not 

well understood. The response of cells to mechanical cues can dictate cell behavior, and 
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ultimately determine organ size and shape (26). This is important not only during normal 

development, but also during cancer formation and metastasis. Two studies in Drosophila 

demonstrated that increased apical F-actin within a cell leads to an increased Yki-driven tissue 

growth (27,28). Disruption of actin filament assembly by either capping proteins or knockdown 

of positive regulators of actin polymerization inhibited Yki activity. Similarly, treatment of 

human HeLa cells with actin de-stabilizing drug Cytochalazin D decreased YAP activity, human 

ortholog of Yki. They also demonstrated that in addition to responding to actin levels, the Hippo 

pathway itself may regulate actin levels. This is based on the accumulation of F-actin levels in 

ex, sav, hpo and wts clones. Although these studies described yet another novel aspect of the 

Hippo pathway, the precise mechanism of this interaction is still not fully understood. However, 

the Hippo pathway provides the means to connect mechanical tension to tissue growth and organ 

size. In mammals, the stiffness of the extracellular matrix (ECM) is sensed by the Hippo 

pathway and results in YAP/Taz transcriptional output (29). Cells grown on hard surfaces 

exhibited nuclear localization of YAP/Taz. Consistent with their localization, they efficiently 

activated the expression of their transcriptional reporters. Intriguingly, this regulation of 

YAP/Taz activity by ECM stiffness is independent of the tumor suppressor kinases, Mst1/2 (Hpo 

ortholog) and Lats1/2 (Wts ortholog), but requires Rho activity. Collectively, this data from both 

flies and human cell culture models draw an important connection between extracellular and 

intracellular mechanical cues and the Hippo pathway transcriptional response.   

Consistent with its wide-reaching functions, the Hippo pathway has been implicated in 

many types of human malignancies. Surprisingly, somatic mutations affecting any members of 

the Hippo pathway are extremely rare. With the exception of its upstream regulator Mer/NF2 

gene, mutations of only a handful of other Hippo pathway genes have been reported; for 
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instance, a deletion in WW45/Sav in two renal cancer cell lines (30). Instead, tumor suppressor 

genes of this pathway have been shown to be epigenetically silenced and more generally, the 

protein levels are observed to be decreased (31). Additionally, increased level of YAP is often 

correlated with tumorigenesis. Amplification of the YAP gene has been reported in a wide variety 

of cancers, both in human samples as well as in mouse models of cancer. For instance, YAP is 

overexpressed in ovarian, lung, colorectal, pancreatic and liver cancers (32). Importantly, in a 

comprehensive study of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) patients, 62% (out of 177 tumor 

samples) displayed high levels of YAP and localized to the nucleus. This overexpression 

significantly correlated with poor tumor differentiation and poor prognosis for patient survival 

(33). Collectively, these data highlight the significance of the Hippo pathway in normal 

development and its implications in pathological conditions.  
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Figure 1. The Hippo tumor suppressor pathway. 

(A) Upstream signals, which converge on the core kinase cascade of the Hippo pathway that 
mediates a variety of downstream processes. Adapted from Harvey K et al (2013). 
(B) The core kinase cascade of the Hippo pathway in flies and mammals. 
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1.3. Cooperation between Rb and Hippo pathways 

We previously found that the RBF pathway and the Hippo pathway show a strong genetic 

interaction. In Drosophila retina, where defects in proliferation and differentiation can be easily 

visualized, we observed that the cells failed to exit cell cycle and have proliferated ectopically. 

Additionally, the ommatidial clusters containing the photoreceptor R cells failed to maintain 

their composition and have lost the expression of their photoreceptor markers. The crosstalk 

occurs on two levels: in regulating cell cycle exit (34) and in regulating differentiation (35). 

Importantly, the differentiation defects persist in the absence of ectopic proliferation, 

demonstrating that their roles in proliferation and differentiation are uncoupled and independent 

of each other (model represented in Fig. 2).    

Both Rb and Hippo pathways are critical regulators of cell proliferation. It is intuitive to 

expect an additive effect on cell proliferation as a result of inactivating two tumor suppressor 

pathways. However, we observed a synergistic effect and identified a subset of genes, which are 

direct targets of the downstream effector complexes, dE2f1/dDp and Yki/Sd. The luciferase 

reporters for these genes were activated only when both complexes were provided, indicative of 

a synergistic effect of two pathways. This result was further confirmed in vivo and with ChIP 

assays to show that the dE2f1/dDp and Yki/Sd complexes both must be present on the promoters 

of a subset of common targets to activate the transcription of these genes (34).  

Intriguingly, the mammalian field achieved similar conclusions when multiple labs 

reported the interaction between the Rb and Hippo pathways. In Kras-driven pancreatic cancers, 

tumors often relapse even after Kras expression is extinguished. The DePinho lab demonstrated 

that this relapse relies on YAP1 overexpression, which promotes cell proliferation in cooperation 

with the E2f transcription factors (36). In another setting, The Sage lab observed that inactivating 
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all pocket proteins, pRb, p107 and p130 (triple knockout), in hepatocytes triggered a limited 

proliferative state, which resulted in a stable cell cycle arrest (37). They demonstrated that the 

sustained proliferative potential is dependent on YAP activity and identified a large number of 

cell cycle genes to be directly bound by both E2f and YAP. When the hepatocytes were 

stimulated to proliferate through partial hepatectomy, even in the triple knockout livers, the cells 

stopped proliferating once the normal size of the liver was reached. Thus, they have identified a 

mechanism of regulation where organ size sensors override cell cycle regulators. Collectively, 

these data reveal an important and highly conserved cooperation of the Rb and Hippo pathways 

in regulating cell proliferation. 

As mentioned above, we have uncovered a novel interaction of the Rb and Hippo 

pathways in differentiation. In a Drosophila retina, photoreceptors develop during the third instar 

larval stage. A snapshot in development reveals a differentiation gradient, which nicely captures 

asynchronously dividing progenitor cells and differentiating photoreceptor cells as they get 

specified and mature. We inactivated both pathways by mutations in the tumor suppressor genes 

rbf and wts. In both rbf single and wts single mutants, differentiation is initiated on time and the 

photoreceptor clusters are morphologically indistinguishable from those in wild type. The cluster 

composition was visualized by an early marker of differentiation Sens (R8) and the late 

differentiation marker ELAV (all photoreceptors). The expression of both Sens and Elav is 

maintained as photoreceptor cells mature. Strikingly, when rbf and wts were both mutated, the 

cells failed to maintain the expression of differentiation markers after normal initiation of the 

differentiation program. This can be concluded from the decrease in the number of Sens and 

ELAV positive cells while the photoreceptor clusters should be mature. The mechanism of this 

widespread loss of markers phenotype is not understood. 
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It is also unclear whether this defect is mediated through the E2f and Yki complexes. 

Overexpression of the downstream effectors in post-mitotic eye cells does not trigger loss of 

differentiation markers. However, it is important to note that the E2f and Yki complexes need to 

be activated earlier in development (i.e. in cycling progenitor cells) in order to conclusively 

determine their role in maintenance of differentiation markers. Additionally, it must be 

confirmed whether failure to maintain the expression of differentiation markers is specific to 

inactivation of the Rb and Hippo pathways. 
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1.4. Context-dependent binding partners for Yki 
 

The Hippo pathway effector Yki enlists different binding partners to execute its 

transcriptional output. Commonly, this is achieved by Yki physically associating with various 

DNA-binding proteins and activating its target genes. The choice of the transcriptional factor 

depends on the cellular context, such as developmental stage or tissue type. In the wing disc, Yki 

associates with its main binding partner Scalloped (Sd) (38,39). In the progenitor cells of the eye 

disc, Yki binds Homothorax (Hth) and Teashirt (Tsh) to promote proliferation and survival, 

primarily by upregulating miRNA bantam (40). With new discoveries, new interacting and 

DNA-binding partners have emerged. For example, (41) the Irvine lab showed that in order to 

synergistically promote growth, Dpp and Hippo pathway effectors, Mad and Yki physically bind 

each other and occupy the enhancer element on the miRNA bantam gene. 

We and others, revealed a novel mechanism of action where Yki/Sd complex interacts 

with another effector complex, dE2f/dDP, and bind to the promoters of common target genes. 

This mechanism we identified in Drosophila was later shown to be conserved in mammalian 

systems, in case of the pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma and the liver (discussed in detail in 

1.3). This is an important mode of action as we try and understand the extent of redundancy and 

cooperation between signaling pathways. 
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Figure 2. The model for cooperation between Rb and Hippo pathways. 

Rb and Hippo pathways cooperate to regulate cell proliferation. Independent of this role, they 
also cooperate to maintain the identity of terminally differentiated cells. 
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 This chapter was previously published 
 

2. GAGA Factor is required for full activation  
of the E2f1-Yki/Sd transcriptional program 

 

2.1. Summary 

The Hippo signaling pathway regulates organ size by controlling the activity of the 

transcriptional co-activator Yorkie (Yki). Yki is recruited to its target genes by DNA-binding 

proteins such as Scalloped (Sd). In addition, transcription factor, dE2f1, of the Retinoblastoma 

(Rb) pathway cooperates with Yki/Sd to synergistically activate a set of common cell cycle 

target genes. However, little is known about other factors that ensure the proper transcriptional 

output of Hippo signaling. In this report, we identified the chromatin protein GAGA Factor 

(GAF), which is encoded by the Trithorax-like (Trl) gene, as a novel and critical partner in 

transcriptional regulation by Yki/Sd and dE2f1. We show that GAF is required for the full 

activation of target genes by dE2f1 and Yki/Sd; while ablation of GAF compromises both 

normal and inappropriate cell proliferation driven by Yki and dE2f1 in multiple tissues. The 

importance of GAF is further supported by strong genetic interactions between GAF and the RB 

and Hippo pathways. Additionally, we show that GAF directly interacts with RBF, a Drosophila 

Rb homolog, and partially co-localizes with RBF on polytene chromosomes. Collectively, our 

data provide a novel connection between a chromatin binding protein and a transcriptional 

program governed by the Hippo and Rb pathways.    
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2.2. Introduction 

How organisms ensure proper organ size and shape is a fundamental biological question. 

Such mechanisms are important for normal development while their deregulation can lead to 

malignancy. For example, the Hippo tumor suppressor pathway has been identified as a key 

regulator of organ size in flies and in mammals. Furthermore, genetic inactivation of the Hippo 

kinase cascade results in dramatic hyperplasia. In Drosophila, a complex network of upstream 

regulators converges on the core kinase cascade consisting of the Hippo (Hpo) and Warts (Wts) 

kinases [1,2]. A primary function of this kinase cascade is to regulate the transcriptional co-

activator Yorkie (Yki), which mediates the transcriptional output of the Hippo pathway. 

Following phosphorylation, Yki is retained in the cytoplasm, thus, preventing Yki from 

executing its transcriptional program. Unphosphorylated Yki translocates into the nucleus and 

drives the expression of its target genes, many of which are necessary for cell proliferation and 

protection from apoptosis.  

Yki lacks a DNA-binding domain and relies on an array of DNA-binding partners to 

regulate the expression of distinct target genes. Early studies done in flies identified the 

TEAD/TEF family protein Scalloped (Sd), the homeodomain protein Homothorax (Hth), and a 

zinc-finger transcription factor Teashirt (Tsh) [3-5] that recruit Yki to DNA. These proteins were 

found to help define target gene specificity of Yki in distinct developmental contexts, and, thus, 

directly influence the output of Hippo signaling. For example, Hth and Tsh promote Yki-

dependent cell proliferation and survival in the anterior compartment of the eye imaginal disc by 

up-regulating the microRNA bantam (ban) [3]. In contrast, Sd is required for Yki-driven 

overgrowth in the posterior eye disc and in the wing, although it is not required in the eye during 

normal development [4,5].  
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Recent work revealed that two growth control pathways, Decapentaplegic (Dpp) and 

Retinoblastoma (RB), also directly influence the output of the Hippo pathway [6,7]. In both 

cases, the output of signaling is dependent on the interaction of Yki with the downstream 

effectors of the two pathways, Mad and dE2f1 respectively. However, the underlying 

mechanisms are different. In the case of Dpp signaling, Mad and Yki physically interact to form 

a transcription factor complex to activate their common targets including the microRNA bantam 

[7]. In contrast, interaction between the RB and Hippo pathways occurs at the level of regulation 

of a panel of common cell cycle genes such as DNA polymerase ε, Mcm3, Mcm10, and 

expanded. dE2f1 and Yki/Sd bind to distinct DNA elements in the promoters of these genes and 

synergize in the activation of their expression [6]. The suggested cooperation between dE2f1 and 

Yki/Sd is supported by genetic interaction tests that showed the wts mutant phenotype is strongly 

enhanced by inactivation of rbf, which encodes a negative regulator of dE2f1.  

These results illustrate the existence of multiple tiers of regulation that determine the 

transcriptional output of Hippo pathway signaling. Adding to this complexity, a recent study 

found that the histone binding protein L(3)MBT co-localizes with three insulator proteins, 

CP190, CTCF and BEAF-32, to limit the expression of Hippo pathway targets [8]. Insulator 

proteins affect gene transcription via mediating enhancer-promoter interaction and blocking the 

spreading of heterochromatin [9].  This implies that a dynamic coordination between chromatin 

factors may exist during Yki-dependent gene activation. Importantly, L(3)MBT has been 

previously shown to repress E2F-dependent gene expression [10,11]. This prompted us to 

investigate what influence chromatin proteins have on the regulation of the dE2f1-Yki/Sd 

transcriptional output.  
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In this report, we describe GAGA Factor (GAF) as a novel and relevant partner in the 

transcriptional activation of dE2f1 and Yki/Sd target genes. GAF is encoded by the Trithorax-

like (Trl) gene [12]. GAF is a multi-functional protein that has been implicated in a variety of 

biological processes including insulator functions [13,14]. We show that GAF is required for full 

activation of common targets by dE2f1 and Yki/Sd, while ablation of GAF compromises the 

ability of Yki and dE2f1 to drive normal and inappropriate cell proliferation. Importantly, GAF 

is present on dE2f1-Yki/Sd common target promoters and physically interacts with RBF, a 

negative regulator of dE2f1. Consistently, we observed strong genetic interactions between GAF 

and the RB and Hippo pathways. Thus, our results provide evidence that GAF is important in 

ensuring the proper transcriptional output of Hippo signaling.  
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2.3. RESULTS 

A. GAF is required for cell proliferation in the wing 

Previous studies have shown that dE2f1 and Yki/Sd synergistically induce the 

transcriptional program necessary to drive cell proliferation. Chromatin binding and insulator 

protein GAGA Factor (GAF), which is encoded by the Trithorax-like (Trl) gene, is a 

multifunctional protein that has been shown to play a role in transcriptional activation. To begin 

to address the role of GAF in transcriptional program driven by Yki/Sd and dE2f1, we selected 

genes that are up-regulated in rbf wts double mutants [6] and then used publically available 

modENCODE genome-wide location data to identify GAF targets among them. Among 279 

genes that were up-regulated in rbf wts double mutants, GAF was bound to the promoters of 130 

genes. Gene ontology of biological processes (GOBP) enrichment analysis of these gene sets 

revealed that a statistically significant number of targets of GAF are involved in cell cycle and 

DNA replication processes (Fig. 3A). Notably, this enrichment profile essentially mimicked the 

enrichment signature of all dE2f1-Yki/Sd common target genes that we defined previously [6]. 

Binding of GAF to dE2f1-Yki/Sd targets raises the possibility that GAF may have a role in their 

regulation. From here on, all the nomenclature in the manuscript, as well as the figures, referring 

to the gene will be indicated as “Trl” and the protein will be designated as “GAF”. 

We reasoned that if GAF were important for dE2f1- and Yki/Sd-dependent gene 

expression, then its inactivation would negatively impact cell proliferation. To test this idea, we 

employed UAS-dsRNA transgenes to reduce the expression of GAF by RNA interference 

(RNAi) using a ptc-Gal4 driver. Within the developing wing, ptc-Gal4 is expressed in the narrow 

domain alongside the anterior-posterior boundary in cells that form the region between the L3 

and L4 veins of the adult wings. Reducing cell proliferation within this region, for example by 
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driving UAS-dE2f1 dsRNA with ptc-Gal4, results in narrowing the distance between L3 and L4 

[15] and thus, provides a robust qualitative way to assess cell proliferation. 

We started by examining the efficiency of GAF knockdown in larval wing imaginal discs 

of ptc-Gal4 UAS-Trl dsRNA by immunofluorescence. As shown in Figure 3B, GAF protein was 

depleted within the ptc-Gal4 expression domain which was visualized with Ptc antibody. 

Notably, GAF depletion resulted in a significant reduction of the distance between L3 and L4 

veins in adult wings (Fig. 3C-E). The decrease of the L3-L4 intervein region could be due to 

either fewer cells in that region or smaller cell size. Since each intervein cell is marked with a 

hair in the adult wing, it is possible to distinguish between the effects on cell number and cell 

size by counting the number of hairs in adult wings. As shown in Fig. 3F-H, the cell density in 

the L3-L4 intervein regions was indistinguishable between ptc-Gal4; UAS-Trl dsRNA and ptc-

Gal4 control wings. This suggests that the depletion of GAF causes a reduction in cell number in 

the L3-L4 intervein region. To confirm that reduced proliferation is not transgene specific, we 

used a different UAS-Trl dsRNA transgene. Expression of this transgene under ptc-Gal4 driver 

efficiently depleted GAF protein and led to a reduction of the L3-L4 intervein region. 

Furthermore, knockdown of GAF with either of transgenes in the entire wing pouch using the sd-

Gal4 driver resulted in a severely small and notched wing (Fig. 3I-J). Thus, the reduced size of 

GAF deficient tissue was observed with two independent UAS-Trl dsRNA transgenes and with 

two different Gal4 drivers. This strongly argues that GAF knockdown results in reduced cell 

proliferation in the wing.  
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B. GAF is required for expression of dE2f1-Yki/Sd targets 
 
Next, we asked whether GAF depletion affects the expression of dE2f1-Yki/Sd targets. 

We examined the effect of GAF knockdown on the expression of the ex-lacZ reporter in the wing 

imaginal disc. ex-lacZ is commonly used to assess Yki-dependent transcription [16,17]. In a wild 

type wing disc, the ex-lacZ reporter is expressed uniformly throughout the wing disc. In contrast, 

depletion of GAF by RNAi with the ptc-Gal4 driver resulted in a slight but consistent reduction 

in the level of ex-lacZ expression in the corresponding domain alongside the anterior-posterior 

boundary (Fig. 3K).  

In a complementary approach, we employed quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR) to 

measure the expression of a panel of dE2f1-Yki/Sd targets, including ex. Total RNA was isolated 

from larval wing imaginal discs that express UAS-Trl dsRNA under the control of the sd-Gal4 

driver. As a control, wing discs expressing sd-Gal4 alone were used. Consistent with the lower 

expression of ex-lacZ reporter described above (Fig. 3K), the steady state mRNA level of ex was 

found to be reduced (Fig. 3L). Notably, the expression of several tested dE2f1-Yki/Sd common 

targets was also significantly reduced following GAF knockdown (Fig. 3L). To determine the 

effect of GAF depletion on expression of other Yki target genes that are not regulated by dE2f1, 

we examined expression of diap1 and a microRNA bantam, two canonical targets of the Hippo 

pathway. As expected, overexpression of Yki under control of sd-Gal4 driver potently induced 

their expression (Fig. 3M, N). Interestingly, depletion of GAF with the same Gal4 driver resulted 

in a subtle but consistent down regulation in the diap1 mRNA level, while the effect on bantam 

expression was opposite (Fig. 3M, N). Thus, GAF is not only required for the expression of 

dE2f1-Yki/Sd common target genes, but it appears to be important for the expression of other 

Yki target(s).  
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Figure 3. GAF is required for cell proliferation during normal wing development. 
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(A) Gene ontology biological processes enrichment analysis of GAF targets upregulated in rbf, 
wts, and rbf wts double mutant tissue. The red color on the scale indicates statistically significant 
enrichment, while gray color indicates non-significant categories.  
(B) ptc-Gal4; UAS-Trl dsRNA (ptc>Trl dsRNA) third instar wing disc stained for Ptc protein (B) 
and GAF protein (B’). 
(C) Control ptc-Gal4 wing with veins L3 and L4 indicated.  
(D) ptc>Trl dsRNA wing with a reduced distance between veins L3 and L4.   
(E) Quantification of the effects of depleting GAF by RNAi on the L3 and L4 distance. Error 
bars indicate standard deviation from the mean. At least 10 flies were measured per genotype. 
*** indicates a p-value<0.001. 
(F-G) Control ptc-Gal4 and ptc>Trl dsRNA wing regions between veins L3 and L4 to visualize 
wing hair density. Each hair represents one cell. Size bar corresponds to 50µm.   
(H) Quantification of the number of hairs in (F) and (G). Error bars indicate standard deviation 
from the mean. n=17 (ptc-Gal4) and n=9 (ptc>Trl dsRNA). 
(I) Control sd-Gal4 and (J) sd>Trl dsRNA adult wings.  
(K) Expression of ex-lacZ in ptc>Trl dsRNA background. GAF knockdown is in the Ptc 
expression pattern, where ex-lacZ levels are reduced. The dotted line outlines the area of Ptc 
expression.  
(L) Gene expression levels in sd>Trl dsRNA third instar larval wing discs measured by qPCR. 
The gene levels were normalized to a reference gene, tubulin, and shown as fold change relative 
to sd-Gal4 control.  
(M-N) The levels of diap1 and microRNA bantam expression in wing discs of wild type, 
overexpressing Yki under the control of sd-Gal4 driver and sd>Trl dsRNA. Error bars represent 
standard deviation from the mean of technical replicates.  
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C. Trl mutant cells proliferate slowly 

To confirm the effects of GAF inactivation by RNAi on cell proliferation, we 

investigated the phenotype of Trl mutant animals. Although Trl alleles are embryonic or early 

larval lethal, some transheterozygous combinations survive until early third instar larvae [16]. 

We compared wing imaginal discs of Trl13C/TrlS2325 transheterozygotes with the wing discs of the 

heterozygous animals in segregating populations. The Trl13C/ TrlS2325 mutant wing discs were 

markedly smaller than those of the heterozygous counterparts (Fig. 4A’ and 3B’). In spite of 

reduced size, there were no apparent changes in the number of cells in S phases or in mitoses, as 

revealed by BrdU labeling and staining with antibody against phosphorylated histone H3 (PH3) 

(Fig. 4A-B). This indicates that Trl mutation does not significantly affect different stages of the 

cell cycle.  

To complement these results, the cycling properties of Trl mutant cells were quantified in 

clonal analysis. hs-FLP/FRT technique was used to generate mitotic clones of Trl13C mutant cells 

and their wild type twin spots in the wing disc. Clones were generated at 48 hours after egg 

deposition (AED) and the wing discs of wandering third instar larvae were dissected 72 hr later. 

From the individual clone pairs, the areas of Trl13C mutant clone and its wild type sister clone 

were measured (Fig. 4C). In all of the clone pairs examined, the clone of Trl mutant cells was 

consistently smaller than the wild type sister clone, suggesting that Trl13C mutant cells 

proliferated slower. Thus, this reduced rate of proliferation is likely to account for the smaller 

wing disc in the Trl13C/ TrlS2325 transheterozygous animals.    
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Figure 4.Trl13C mutant cells proliferate slowly. 

(A) A control third instar wing disc heterozygous for Trl stained with DAPI (A’). Cells 
undergoing S-phase and mitosis are visualized by BrdU and phosphorylated histone H3 (PH3), 
respectively (A” and A”’).  
(B) Trl13C/TrlS2325 transheterozygous wing disc with DAPI, stained for BrdU and PH3. The 
Trl13C/TrlS2325 wing disc is outlined with a white line (B’) and overlayed onto the control wing 
disc (A’) to demonstrate the difference in the overall size. The size bar is 50µm.  
(C) hs-Flp induced Trl13C mutant clones marked by the absence of GFP expression and outlined. 
The histogram shows the comparison of 20 pairs of clones with the Trl13C mutant clone area 
indicated with black bars and corresponding wild type sister clones in white bars. The area was 
measured in pixels using Adobe Photoshop.   
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D. GAF genetically interacts with the members of the Rb and Hippo pathways 

To further understand the functional relationship between GAF and the Hippo and Rb 

pathways, we performed a series of genetic interaction tests. We first examined the effect of 

GAF knockdown on Yki-induced growth in the wing. The Wts kinase negatively regulates Yki 

by phosphorylation on several serine sites. In Drosophila, the major regulatory phosphorylation 

site is Ser168. The mutation of Ser168 to Ala renders Yki constitutively active and hyposensitive 

to Wts-mediated inhibition [18]. Two additional Wts phosphorylation sites are Ser111 and 

Ser250. The three Yki phosphorylation mutants: ykiS111A, ykiS250A and ykiS168A have varying levels 

of hyperactivity, with ykiS111A being the mildest and ykiS168A being the strongest [19]. 

Consistently, overexpression of ykiS111A and ykiS250A using ptc-Gal4 led to an expansion of the 

distance between veins L3 and L4 (Fig. 5A, 5C and 5E, quantification is shown in Fig. 5M), 

while overexpression of ykiS168A resulted in early pupal lethality (Fig. 5G) [19]. In these settings, 

knockdown of GAF limited the ability of Yki to drive cell proliferation and induce tissue 

overgrowth. For example, expansion of the region between L3 and L4 induced by ykiS111A or 

ykiS250A was suppressed when GAF was depleted in the same domain using UAS-Trl dsRNA 

(Fig. 5B, 5D and 5F). Furthermore, the depletion of GAF was sufficient to partially rescue the 

pupal lethality induced by the expression of ykiS168A and recover rare escapers (Fig. 5H).  

In another assay, we examined the effect of GAF knockdown on Yki-driven proliferation 

earlier in development in the larval wing imaginal disc. Overexpression of V5 tagged ykiS250A 

under the control of ptc-Gal4 driver accelerates cell proliferation as evident by the increased size 

of the domain of cells expressing Yki when compared to a control (data not shown). However, 

the depletion of GAF significantly reduced the size of the domain of cells expressing Yki. This 

reduction was statistically significant and is consistent with the adult wing phenotypes. 
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Finally, we asked whether GAF genetically interacts with Wts and RBF, the negative 

regulators of Yki and dE2f1 respectively. As expected, depletion of Wts by RNAi using the ptc-

Gal4 driver widens the area between veins L3 and L4 (Fig. 5I). The Wts phenotype was potently 

suppressed by the coexpression of GAF dsRNA (Fig. 5J), in agreement with the requirement of 

GAF for Yki-induced cell proliferation as described above. GAF also strongly interacted with 

RBF. RBF restricts cell proliferation by limiting dE2f1 activity. Overexpression of RBF under 

the control of ptc-Gal4 results in a reduced distance between L3 and L4 veins (Fig. 5K and [17]). 

This phenotype was further enhanced by depletion of GAF (Fig. 5L). Taken together these 

results suggest that GAF is required for Yki-induced growth and that GAF functionally 

antagonizes the function of RBF to limit cell proliferation.  
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Figure 5. GAF genetically interacts with the members of the RBF and Hippo pathways. 

(A) Control ptc-Gal4 wing.  
(B) ptc>Trl dsRNA wing with a reduced distance between veins L3 and L4.  
(C-J) Depletion of GAF suppresses Yki-induced overproliferation and lethality due to over-
expression of yki transgenes (C-H) or downregulation of wts by RNAi.  
(K, L) Depletion of GAF further decreases L3-L4 intervein region that results from over-
expressing RBF.  
(M) L3-L4 intervein distance measurements for A-L. The horizontal line represents wild type 
L3-L4 distance. At least 10 adult wings were measured per genotype.     
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E. The loss of GAF limits inappropriate proliferation driven by Yki  

 It has been previously shown that the inactivation of the Hippo pathway or 

overexpression of Yki strongly enhances cell cycle exit defects in rbf mutant cells. Such defects 

are best visualized in the larval eye imaginal disc since cells that have exited the cell cycle are 

spatially separated from asynchronously proliferating cells. In the wild type eye disc, most cells 

in the posterior compartment are quiescent and do not incorporate BrdU (Fig. 6A). 

Overexpression of Yki in the posterior compartment of rbf120a mutant eye discs using a GMR-

Gal4 driver leads to inappropriate proliferation as evident by the appearance of BrdU positive 

cells (Fig. 6B). These cells continue to proliferate during the pupal stages leading to ectopic 

mitoses (marked by PH3) 24 hours after puparium formation (APF) (Fig. 6D-E) and eventually 

give rise to an excess of interommatidial cells (Fig. 6G-H). Consequently, the distance between 

ommatidial clusters (marked by Elav) is greatly increased and could be easily visualized in pupal 

retina 45 hours APF (Fig. 6G-H). Depletion of GAF does not block inappropriate proliferation, 

as BrdU positive cells are still present in the posterior compartment of rbf120a; GMR>ykiS168A, Trl 

dsRNA larval eye discs as well as the PH3-positive cells in the pupal retina 24 hours APF (Fig. 

6C and 6F). However, the number of interommatidial cells is partially reduced following GAF 

knockdown, indicating that the loss of GAF compromises Yki-driven proliferation of rbf120a 

mutant cells (Fig. 6I and 6J). Interestingly, GAF depletion does not generally compromise cell 

proliferation in the eye in the context of unperturbed Hippo signaling. For example, RNAi-

mediated knockdown of GAF in the eye imaginal disc exerted no effect on the pattern of S 

phases as detected by BrdU labeling. Consistently, Trl13C homozygous mutant tissue generated 

by ey-FLP was comparable in size with the adjacent wild type tissue and the pattern of mitoses, 

as revealed by phosphorylated histone H3, remained normal. 
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To complement this analysis, we determined the effect of GAF knockdown on the 

expression of a panel of dE2f1/Yki/Sd target genes in rbf120a; GMR>ykiS168A mutant eye discs. As 

expected, overexpression of Yki in the rbf120a mutant results in up-regulation of dE2f1-Yki/Sd 

common target genes (Fig. 6K). However, depletion of GAF prevents induction of dE2f1-Yki/Sd 

targets, suggesting that GAF is required for dE2f1 and Yki/Sd to fully activate their common 

target genes. These results are consistent with the requirement of GAF for expression of dE2f1-

Yki/Sd targets in the wing (Fig. 3).  
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Figure 6. Knockdown of GAF compromises dE2f1- and Yki-driven cell proliferation in the 
eye. 

(A-C) Control GMR-Gal4, rbf120a; GMR>ykiS168A and rbf120a; GMR>ykiS168A, Trl dsRNA 
third instar larval eye imaginal discs labeled with BrdU to visualize cycling cells. White 
arrowhead marks the morphogenetic furrow.  
(D-F) Pupal eye discs of the above genotypes were dissected at 24 hr after puparium formation 
(APF) and stained with Dlg to outline cells and PH3 to mark mitotic cells.  
(G-I) Pupal eye discs of the above genotypes were dissected at 45 hr APF and stained with Dlg 
to outline cells and ELAV to mark photoreceptors.  
(J) Quantification of the number of interommatidial cells separating ommatidial clusters in each 
genotype. The red arrows indicate the distance along which the number of interommatidial cells 
was quantified. The number of eye discs analyzed are n=5 (wild type), n=5 (rbf>yki), n=10 
(rbf>yki, Trl dsRNA). **indicates a p-value<0.01.  
(K) Gene expression levels measured by qPCR in the larval eye imaginal tissues of indicated 
genotypes.  
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F. GAF directly binds to common dE2f1-Yki/Sd target genes in vivo 

We performed chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) in S2R+ cells to confirm that GAF 

directly binds to common dE2f1-Yki/Sd target genes. Four representative genes were selected: 

DNApol ε, dDP, Mcm10 and ex. As shown in Fig. 7, genomic regions in the proximity of the 

transcription start site for each gene were strongly amplified in immunoprecipitates with GAF 

antibody in comparison to a negative control gene RpP0. In contrast, no enrichment was found 

using a non-specific antibody. Consistent with our previous results [6], DNApol ε, dDP and 

Mcm10 genes are also directly bound by RBF, a negative regulator of dE2f1, while the 

enrichment for ex was indistinguishable from the background level.  

The results described above raise the question of how many RBF genomic targets are 

occupied by GAF. Therefore, we examined the in vivo genome wide distribution of each of the 

two proteins by co-staining wild type polytene chromosomes with RBF and GAF antibodies. 

GAF and RBF each recognize approximately one hundred euchromatic sites on polytene 

chromosomes [20,21]. As shown in Fig. 8A, GAF and RBF band patterns partially overlap, 

indicating that the two proteins share a limited number of common sites, although their 

distributions are distinct.  

Since GAF and RBF genetically interact, and appear to participate in the regulation of a 

shared set of target genes, we tested whether GAF could physically associate with RBF. We 

started by examining interactions between Flag-GAF and HA-RBF proteins that were transiently 

expressed in S2 cells. Flag-GAF was significantly enriched in the HA-RBF immunoprecipitates 

using HA antibody, while only a negligible amount of Flag-GAF was immunoprecipitated in a 

negative control that lacked HA-RBF (Fig. 8B). Curiously, we observed a modest but consistent 
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decrease in the levels of HA-RBF upon co-transfection of Flag-GAF (compare input lanes in Fig. 

8B). 

Next, cells were transfected with a Flag-GAF and the endogenous RBF complexes were 

immunoprecipitated from the cell lysates. Immunoprecipitates were subjected to Western 

blotting using Flag antibody. As shown in Fig. 8C, Flag-GAF was detected in the RBF 

immunoprecipitates, but was absent in a negative control when a non-specific antibody was used 

for the immunoprecipitation. In a reciprocal experiment, cell lysates were immunoprecipitated 

with Flag antibody and the presence of endogenous RBF in complex with Flag-GAF was 

detected by Western blotting with Flag antibody (Fig. 8C). 

In cells, RBF can be present either in a free form or in a complex with dE2f. Therefore 

we asked whether GAF could interact with RBF-dE2f1 complexes. We transiently transfected 

Flag-GAF and Myc-dE2f1 in S2R+ cells that were treated with a control EGFP dsRNA or with 

RBF dsRNA to deplete endogenous RBF. As shown in Fig. 8D, Flag-GAF was detected in the 

Myc-dE2f1 immunoprecipitates from cells treated with a control EGFP dsRNA, but not from 

RBF depleted cells. This suggests that GAF can interact with RBF that is in a complex with 

dE2f1.  

Finally, to ask whether endogenous RBF and GAF interact, we immunoprecipitated 

endogenous RBF complexes from S2R+ cells. Immunoprecipitates were separated by SDS-

PAGE and Western blot was performed to detect the presence of GAF. Endogenous GAF was 

specifically detected in the RBF immunoprecipitate, while no signal was observed using a 

control antibody (Fig. 8E). Importantly, no GAF was found when immunoprecipitation was 

performed from cells depleted of RBF by RNAi, further confirming the specificity of the 

interaction. We concluded that GAF associates with RBF under normal physiological conditions. 
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Figure 7. GAF and RBF occupy promoters of target genes common to dE2f1 and Yki/Sd. 

Chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by qPCR on DNApol ε (A), dDP (B), Mcm10 (C) and 
ex (D). Promoter regions of representative target genes are schematically shown with open bars 
indicating amplicons for dE2F1-binding sites and closed bars marking amplicons for GAF-
binding regions. Antibodies specific to RBF and GAF were used for ChIP. An antibody for 
MYC epitope was used as a non-specific control. The enrichment was calculated and presented 
as percent input precipitated with RpP0 serving as a reference gene.   
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Figure 8. RBF and GAF physically interact. 

(A)Distribution of GAF (green) and RBF (red) in Canton S wild type polytene chromosomes. 
DAPI was used to visualize DNA (blue). On the right, red and green arrows point to the bands 
occupied by RBF only and GAF only, respectively. Yellow arrows point to the bands where RBF 
and GAF co-localize.  
(B) Overexpressed RBF associates with GAF in S2 cells. Cells were transiently co-transfected 
with plasmids expressing Flag-GAF and HA-RBF. Complexes were immunoprecipitated with 
anti-HA antibodies. Associated proteins were detected by Western blot analysis with antibodies 
against Flag. Cells transfected with Flag-GAF only served as a negative control. The molecular 
mass marker is shown on the left. 
 (C) Overexpressed GAF and endogenous RBF physically interact. The cells were transfected 
with Flag-GAF only. Blot on the left shows IP with an antibody specific to endogenous RBF and 
Western blot for Flag-GAF. An antibody recognizing the MYC epitope was used as a non-
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specific control for IP. Blot on the right shows IP with an antibody for Flag tag and Western blot 
for endogenous RBF. An antibody for HA tag was used as a non-specific control for IP.  
(D) Overexpressed GAF associates with E2f1 in S2 cells and this interaction is dependent on 
RBF. EGFP dsRNA treated control cells or RBF dsRNA treated cells were transiently 
transfected with plasmids expressing Flag-tag and MYC-E2f1. IP was performed with anti-Myc 
antibody and the associated protein was detected with anti-Flag antibody. Untransfected cells 
served as negative control. The molecular mass marker is shown on the left. Western blot for the 
efficiency of RBF knockdown is shown on the right.  
(E) Endogenous RBF and GAF interact in S2 cells. Co-immunoprecipitation followed by 
western blot demonstrating that endogenous RBF and GAF directly interact. 
Immunoprecipitation was performed with an antibody specific to RBF followed by Western blot 
analysis with an antibody specific to GAF. Anti-GAF antibody reveals multiple isoforms 
associated with RBF. In contrast, no GAF protein is detected when immunoprecipitation was 
performed from S2 cells that were depleted of RBF by RNAi. Interaction between RBF and GAF 
is preserved in Wts-depleted cells. Anti-IgG was used as a negative control.  
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2.4. Discussion 
 
The Hippo pathway is a signal transduction pathway that integrates multiple extracellular 

cues into a transcriptional output. The focal point of the Hippo pathway is the transcriptional co-

activator Yki, which governs the expression of genes needed for cell proliferation and genes that 

protect from apoptosis. Recent studies have uncovered the existence of multiple tiers of 

regulation that influence the Yki transcriptional program. One mechanism is defined by the 

DNA-binding specificity of transcriptional factors such as Sd, Hth, Tsh, and Mad that tether Yki 

to DNA [3-5,7]. In addition, Yki can cooperate with other transcription factors directly on target 

promoters. This mode of regulation is exemplified by the synergistic activation of a panel of cell 

cycle related genes by Yki/Sd and dE2f1 [6]. Here, we report identification of the insulator 

protein GAGA Factor (GAF) as a novel player in the regulation of dE2f1-Yki/Sd dependent 

transcription. The failure to fully activate cell cycle target genes in GAF deficient tissues 

provided a molecular explanation for our findings that dE2f1/Yki/Sd driven cell proliferation is 

highly sensitive to changes in GAF protein levels.  

A requirement for GAF in cell proliferation is particularly evident in the wing pouch 

where the knockdown of GAF severely compromises growth during normal development. 

Reduced cell proliferation of GAF deficient cells was observed with two independent UAS-Trl 

dsRNA transgenes and with two Gal4 drivers. Consistently, Trl mutant wing discs were 

significantly reduced in size, while the clonal analysis revealed that Trl mutant cells proliferate 

much slower than adjacent wild type cells. Taken together, these data strongly argue that the 

normal function of Trl is required for cell proliferation. We note that the results of Trl 

inactivation is reminiscent of the phenotype of sd mutants, which similarly exhibit a severe loss 

of the wing tissue [22]. In contrast, a sd mutation does not affect normal proliferation during eye 
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development, however, it is sufficient to block Yki driven growth in the eye [4,5]. Intriguingly, 

in a strikingly similar manner, the loss of GAF reduced dE2f1/Yki/Sd driven inappropriate cell 

proliferation in the eye while exerting no effect during normal eye development. Thus, the 

genetic interaction between GAF and mutations in the Hippo and RB pathways appears to reflect 

a specific requirement for GAF for the full activation of the Sd/Yki- and dE2f1-dependent 

transcriptional program. Given that GAF physically interacts with RBF and partially co-localizes 

with RBF on polytene chromosomes, we suggest that one of the functions of GAF is to limit or 

release the inhibitory effect of RBF on dE2f1-Yki/Sd-dependent transcription. In support of this 

idea, we found that GAF can associate with RBF being in a complex with dE2f1. Although our 

analysis focused on the role of GAF in expression of dE2f1-Yki/Sd targets, we note that diap1 

and bantam, two canonical Yki targets, which are not regulated by dE2f1, were also 

differentially expressed in GAF deficient cells. Thus, the importance of GAF in Yki dependent 

transcription could extend beyond genes co-regulated by dE2f1 and Yki/Sd.  

GAF belongs to a group of insulator proteins that function by regulating enhancer-

promoter interactions and by forming barriers to shield promoters from heterochromatin 

spreading to regulate gene expression [9]. For example, the only known conserved insulator 

protein CTCF establishes a chromatin boundary immediately adjacent to the 5’ end of the 

p16INK4a tumor suppressor gene. In the absence of CTCF, repressive chromatin invades the 

p16INK4a gene and this results in its transcriptional silencing [23]. In Drosophila, mutations in the 

Trl gene encoding GAF were initially isolated as enhancers of position effect variegation (PEV) 

[12]. PEV is the result of a stochastic inactivation of a euchromatic gene when the gene is 

juxtaposed to centromeric heterochromatin by a chromosomal rearrangement. GAF was shown 

to counteract the spreading of heterochromatin into the white gene in the In(1)wm4 inversion by 
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promoting replacement of heterochromatin associated K9-methylated histones H3 within the 

white gene by histone variants H3.3 [24]. However, it appears unlikely that GAF functions by 

preventing epigenetic silencing of dE2f1-Yki/Sd common targets, as we did not find an elevated 

level of me3H3K27, one of the repressive chromatin marks that we tested on these genes upon 

GAF knockdown (our unpublished observations). Another possibility is that the recruitment of 

GAF could be affected in the context of Hippo and Rb inactivation, similar to the changes in 

distribution of insulator proteins following heat shock or ecdysone treatment [25]. However, we 

did not detect any changes of GAF occupancy on several tested dE2f1-Yki/Sd common targets in 

RBF depleted cells. Reciprocally, depletion of GAF also did not affect the ability of RBF to 

occupy the promoters of these genes (our unpublished observations). Thus, although we cannot 

formally exclude the possibility that GAF relocalizes to different promoters in rbf wts double 

mutant cells, we consider such scenario less likely.  

How does GAF contribute to the activation of dE2f1-Yki/Sd target genes? At the Hsp70 

gene locus, one of the best-studied GAF regulated genes, GAF acts by facilitating the formation 

of a nucleosome free region and helps to maintain the promoter in an open configuration [26]. 

Loss of GAF significantly compromises the association of the heat-shock factor (HSF) and RNA 

polymerase with the Hsp70 promoter [27]. Additionally, GAF was shown to interact with the 

nucleosome remodeling complexes NURF and FACT to displace nucleosomes and activate gene 

expression [28,29]. Thus, GAF may stimulate dE2f1 and Yki/Sd-dependent transcription by 

promoting an open chromatin configuration at their target genes similar to its role at the Hsp70 

promoter.  

Interestingly, unlike other transcriptional activators, GAF cannot activate transcription 

from a naked DNA template. Instead, it can act by counteracting the effects of transcriptional 
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repressors [30]. In this respect, our findings that GAF physically interacts with RBF, a negative 

regulator of dE2f1, is particularly intriguing. RBF was shown to block synergistic activation by 

dE2f1 and Yki/Sd in transcriptional assays [6]. Although the precise details of how RBF limits 

dE2f1-dependent transcription in Drosophila are not known, one of the mechanisms by which 

the mammalian ortholog pRB blocks E2F activation, is by interfering with early stages of the 

preinitiation complex formation [31]. The physical interaction between GAF and RBF that we 

report here raises the possibility that GAF may relieve the inhibitory effect of RBF on dE2f1 

activation. Such an idea is consistent with our observed partial colocalization between GAF and 

RBF on polytene chromosomes. While this study focuses on dE2f1-Yki/Sd target genes 

repressed by RBF, it is tempting to speculate that GAF may enhance the activation of other RBF-

independent Yki transcriptional programs, such as those activated in concert with Hth or Tsh or 

Dpp signaling. This idea is consistent with our finding that a non-dE2f1 dependent Yki target 

diap1 is down-regulated following GAF depletion. Future studies will be necessary to identify 

the influence of GAF activity on these transcriptional outputs.  
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2.5. Materials and Methods 

A. Fly Stocks 

The following transgenic UAS-dsRNA (RNAi) lines were provided by the Vienna Drosophila 

RNAi Center (VDRC): RBF RNAi (ID 10696), wts RNAi (ID 9928), Trl RNAi (ID 41095, ID 

106433). UAS-yki [19] and ex-lacZ [16] lines have been previously published. UAS-RBF is a 

gift from N. Dyson. The following transgenic recombinants were generated for the final analysis: 

ptc-Gal4; Trl dsRNA.  

 

B. Chromatin Immunoprecipitation 

ChIP was performed as described in [6]. Chromatin was immunoprecipitated with the following 

antibodies: mouse anti-Myc (9E10, 1:100), mouse anti-RBF (DX3/DX5, 1:10) and rabbit anti-

GAF (K.White, 1:1000).  The amount of immunoprecipitated DNA was measured by 

quantitative PCR (Roche LightCycler 480 II) using the standard curve method and presented as 

percent input.  

 

C. Immunofluoresence 

Antibodies used were mouse anti-Ptc (DSHB, 1:50), rat anti-ELAV (DSHB, 1:150), mouse anti-

Dlg (DSHB, 1:400), mouse anti-BrdU (Beckton Dickinson, 1:50), rabbit anti-PH3 (Millipore), 

mouse anti-β-gal (DSHB, 1:200), Cy3- and Cy5-conjugated secondary antibodies (Jackson 

ImmunoLaboratories, 1:200). The cells were also stained with DAPI (Sigma). Larval and pupal 

tissues were fixed in 4% formaldehyde for 30 min on ice, washed in phosphate-buffered saline 

and 0.3% Triton X-100 (PBST) and incubated with the primary antibodies overnight in PBST 

and 10% normal donkey serum. The samples were incubated with the secondary antibodies for 
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1hr at RT at the concentration of 1:200. The imaginal discs were then washed in PBST and 

stored in glycerol with propyl gallate anti-fade reagent. The images were captured using the 

Zeiss LSM700 confocal microscope.    

 

D. qRT-PCR 

Total RNA was extracted from larval imaginal discs (~30 discs per sample) in TRIzol 

(Invitrogen) and precipitated with isopropanol at -20oC. The RNA was re-suspended in ddH2O. 

Reverse transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR) was performed using iScript kit (BioRad) according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions. qPCR was performed using Roche reagents on a Roche LightCycler 

480 II machine. The gene levels were calculated using the standard curve method and 

normalized to the reference gene.  

 

E. Polytene chromosomes 

The salivary glands were dissected in phosphate-buffered saline and placed in the fixation 

solution (4% Formaldehyde, 45% acetic acid) for 1-2 min. The chromosomes were squashed 

between a microscope slide and a coverslip, and then snap frozen in liquid nitrogen. The 

coverslip was removed and the sample was washed in PBS+ 1% Triton X-100 for 10 min. 

Following the wash step, the samples were incubated in the blocking solution (1xPBS, 5% dry 

milk, 0.2% Tween-20) for at least 1 hr and then rinsed in 1xPBS for 3-5 min. For antibody 

labeling, the samples were placed in a humidified chamber, covered with 30-40 ml of blocking 

solution containing the primary antibody. The antibodies used were mouse anti-RBF (DX3, 1:25) 

and rabbit anti-GAF (a gift from J. Lis, 1:300). The coverslips were placed on glass slides and 

the humidified chamber was placed at 4oC overnight. The samples were washed twice in 1xPBS 
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for 5 min each on the rocker and were incubated in the blocking solution containing secondary 

antibodies in the humidifier chamber for 1 hr at RT and protected from light. Then, DAPI was 

added to stain DNA and incubated for additional 20 min. After that, the samples were washed in 

Solution “300” (1xPBS, 0.3M NaCl, 0.2% NP-40, 0.2% Tween-20) for 15 min followed by a 

wash in Solution “400” (1xPBS, 0.4M NaCl, 0.2% NP-40, 0.2% Tween-20) for 15 min. The 

samples were covered with the mounting media and a coverslip.      

 

F. Immunoprecipitation-Western 

The cDNA for Trl-PC isoform of GAF was cloned with a Flag tag into pIEX-7 Ek/LIC vector 

(Novagen). For IP-Western with epitope-tagged proteins, the cells were transfected with 3g of 

plasmids expressing tagged proteins and incubated for 48 hrs at 25oC. Antibodies used are mouse 

anti-HA (1:10 for IP) and rabbit anti-Flag (Sigma, 1:7000 for WB). The IP was performed 

overnight at 4oC, after which the lysates were incubated with 20g Protein G:A (1:19) Sepharose 

beads for mouse antibodies or 20g Protein A Sepharose beads for rabbit antibodies.  

In order to perform IP through endogenous RBF and blot for transfected Flag-GAF, we pooled 

monoclonal antibodies for RBF (DX3 and DX5, 1:10 each for IP) and blotted the membrane with 

rabbit anti-Flag (Sigma, 1:7000). For IP through Flag-GAF, rabbit anti-Flag Ab (Sigma, 1:300) 

was used and the immunoprecipitated endogenous RBF was detected with mouse anti-RBF Ab 

(DX5, 1:250). 

 For the experiments with RNAi-mediated knockdown of RBF, the cells were incubated with 50g 

of dsRNA targeting RBF1 in serum-free media for 4 hrs, after which Schneider medium 

containing 10% FBS was added. The protein depletion lasted 96 hrs and these cells were 

transfected with indicated plasmids and incubated for additional 48 hrs. co-IP followed by 
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Western blot was performed as described above with the exception of using Dynabeads 

(Invitrogen).  

Immunoprecipitation followed by Western blot for endogenous proteins was performed using 

2x108 Drosophila S2R+ cells per IP and as described previously [6]. The lysate was 

immunoprecipitated with either a mouse RBF monoclonal antibody (DX5, 1:5) or a mouse IgG 

(1:500) as a nonspecific control. Membranes were probed with rabbit anti-GAF antibody (a gift 

from J.Lis, 1:2000) and with mouse anti-E7 (β-tubulin, 1:10000) as a loading control for input.  

 

G. Adult wing analysis 

Adult flies were dehydrated in 100% ethanol for at least 24 hours. The wings from female flies, 

unless otherwise indicated, were plucked and mounted on a glass slide and immersed in the 

mounting medium (Permount, Fisher). L3-L4 vein distance measurements were calculated using 

Adobe Photoshop tools and normalized to the scale.  A one-tailed, paired, Student’s t-test was 

performed to draw statistically significant comparisons cited in the figure legends.  

 

H. Clonal analysis in the wing disc 

The clones were induced 48 hrs after egg deposition (AED) by heat shocking at 37oC for 10 min. 

The crosses were kept at 25oC and third instar larval wing discs were dissected, fixed and stained 

with DAPI for cell counting. The clones were marked with the absence of GFP expression. 

Clone areas were measured using the Histogram tool in Adobe Photoshop and presented as 

pixels.  

 

I. Public data analysis 
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In this study we have utilized ChIPseq, ChIP-chip and microarray data from previously 

published articles and data deposited in public database. Genome-wide location data for GAF are 

from [32]. Enriched peaks were annotated to the nearest EnsEMBL [33] gene using 

Bioconductor package ChIPpeakAnno [34]. ChIPseq enriched location to nearest target genes 

were annotated similarly. However, location data extracted from modEncode database were 

confined to 3kb up- and down-stream from transcription start site (TSS) and database provided 

target annotation were considered. GAF targets from two different sources were uniquely 

combined. Gene expression microarray data of rbf, wts and rbf wts single and double mutants are 

from [6] (accession number GSE24978). 

 

J. Gene ontology functional enrichment analysis 

Functional annotation of target genes is based on Gene Ontology (GO) (Consortium, 2000; 

http://www.geneontology.org) as extracted from EnsEMBL [33]. Accordingly, all genes are 

classified into ontologies involved in Biological Process (BP). We have taken only the 

GO/pathway categories that have at least 10 genes annotated. We used Gitools software package 

for enrichment analysis and heatmap generation [35]. Resulting p-values were adjusted for 

multiple testing using the Benjamin and Hochberg's method of False Discovery Rate (FDR). 
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Part of this chapter used published work 

3. Rb and Hippo pathways cooperate to maintain differentiation 

 

3.1. Summary 

The Rb pathway is inactivated in the majority of human cancers. This is commonly 

attributed to its key role in cell cycle regulation. Our previous work has unveiled a new role for 

the Rb pathway in Drosophila. In cooperation with the Hippo pathway, Rbf pathway maintains 

the identity of terminally differentiated cells. In the Drosophila retina, the photoreceptor clusters 

form during the third instar larval stage, express their markers and maintain the expression of 

their markers as they mature. Surprisingly, when both of these pathways are inactivated, via 

mutations in rbf and wts, we observed a widespread loss of differentiation markers. Importantly, 

this defect in differentiation is independent of the effect on cell proliferation. Here, we describe a 

novel lineage-tracing system we developed to mark photoreceptor cells. We showed that the cells 

that have lost the expression of their photoreceptor markers are not eliminated. Tissues with 

labeled cells were prepared into single cell suspensions and analyzed for transcriptional signature 

on the level of individual cells. Further analysis will determine the new identity of rbf wts double 

mutant cells. 
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3.2.  Introduction 

The larval eye imaginal disc is an excellent model for studying differentiation. 

Photoreceptor specifications occur in a highly organized fashion, and thus, even subtle 

perturbations of the differentiation pattern are easily visualized. The eye disc is divided into 

anterior and posterior compartments by the morphogenetic furrow. As the morphogenetic furrow 

moves from the posterior to anterior, the cells exit cell cycle and initiate their differentiation 

program. Therefore, the anterior compartment is composed of asynchronously dividing cells, 

while cells in the posterior are differentiating into photoreceptors (1,2). As photoreceptors 

differentiate, they form structures called ommatidial clusters. Each cluster consists of eight 

photoreceptor cells (R1-R8) that are recruited in a strict, sequential manner (3). The first 

photoreceptor to differentiate is R8, which expresses Sens. All mature photoreceptors (R1-R8) 

express the pan-neuronal marker ELAV (4). Surprisingly, when the Rbf and Hippo pathways 

were inactivated, via mutations in rbf and wts, we observed a widespread loss of differentiation 

markers, including Sens and ELAV (5).  

To our knowledge, this is the first time such a profound differentiation defect had been 

reported in Drosophila. In mammalian systems, a number of studies came out underscoring the 

requirement of Rb for differentiation, including for osteogenic differentiation (6) and for the 

myogenic differentiation model (7). However, the most intriguing aspect of our phenotype is the 

fact that differentiation is initiated normally in our mutant tissues, but the differentiated state is 

not maintained over time.    

The disappearance of photoreceptor-specific markers in the rbf wts double mutant tissue 

can be explained few different ways (Fig. 9A). First, these cells could simply be eliminated by 

apoptosis. This explanation is unlikely, however, because one of the classical target genes of the 
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Hippo pathway is Drosophila inhibitor of apoptosis 1 (diap1), which protects cells from 

programmed cell death. Additionally, overexpression of the caspase inhibitor p35 in the rbf wts 

double mutant tissues failed to rescue the differentiation defect (5). In face of this compelling 

data, we still cannot formally rule out the possibility that these cells are eliminated via caspase-

independent mechanisms.  

If these cells are not eliminated in any way, but lost their photoreceptor identity, then 

they could have reverted to a progenitor-like state, thus dedifferentiated. This explanation is 

intriguing given that the most aggressive types of human tumors contain poorly differentiated 

cells. Considering the implication of both the Rb and Hippo pathways in human malignancies, it 

is tempting to postulate that they are also the guardians of the terminally differentiated state.  

Another possible explanation is that the double mutant cells have transdifferentiated to 

another eye-specific cell type, such as the cone, bristle, or pigment cells. We observe the loss of 

photoreceptor markers during the third instar larval stage. Cone cell specification occurs during 

this stage, but the pigment and bristle cells differentiate later, during pupal development. 

Therefore, regarding transdifferentiation, a switch to a cone cell fate is more likely than to a 

pigment or a bristle cell. 

Marker analysis done so far has major limitations and is an unfit tool for further analysis 

of the rbf wts mutant cells, which fail to maintain the expression of their markers. Unless these 

cells are labeled with a reporter, i.e. with a positive marker, we can never be certain that the right 

cell is being analyzed. Therefore, in order to reconcile among above possibilities, first, we have 

to clearly label the differentiated photoreceptors with a reporter, which is independent of the cell 

identity. We employed a combination of UAS/Gal4 (8) and the modified mFlp5/mFRT71 (9) 

systems to label photoreceptor cells with expression of the lacZ gene. LacZ expression is induced 
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in mature photoreceptors. However, its continued expression becomes independent of the 

developmental stage or cell identity, allowing us to follow the double mutant cells even after 

they lose the expression of their differentiation markers and subsequently, their identity.  

Using this system, we can clearly visualize the β-Galactosidase (protein product of the 

lacZ gene)-positive double mutant cells, and have conclusively demonstrated that the double 

mutant cells persist in the eye discs, but lose their photoreceptor markers. Furthermore, single 

cell analysis will determine the new identity of these cells.     
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3.3. Results 

A. Generation of a novel cell lineage tracing system 

First and foremost, it was absolutely essential for us develop a lineage-tracing system for 

photoreceptors. Existing systems did not meet our requirements, for instance, by the presence of 

a classical Flp/FRT (10), which we would need to generate wtsX1 mutant clones or the presence 

of an undesirable driver (11). We designed a system, by which all differentiated photoreceptor 

cells will also be marked by the expression of the lacZ gene (Fig. 9B). The lacZ gene will not be 

expressed unless the upstream transcriptional stop cassette is removed by Flp recombinase. 

Following this excision, lacZ will be brought under the regulation of the ubiquitous actin5c gene 

and its expression will be independent of the developmental stage or the identity of the cell. The 

expression of Flp recombinase is dependent on the photoreceptor-specific elav gene. Thereby, as 

a cell differentiates into a photoreceptor cell and expresses its marker elav, the downstream steps 

of the cell labeling system will take place and induce the expression of lacZ. Very importantly, if 

a cell were to lose its photoreceptor specific marker, ELAV, it would still retain the expression of 

β-Gal allowing us to follow these cells further. 

The classical Flp/FRT system is routinely used for generating mosaic tissues via mitotic 

recombination. Therefore, we took advantage of the modified mFlp5/mFRT71 system for the 

excision of the transcriptional stop cassette (9). The transgenic fly stock containing the 

act≥stop≥lacZnls (≥ indicates mFRT71 site) constuct was obtained from the laboratory of Dr. 

Barry Dickson. In order to utilize this reporter construct in a cell type-specific manner, we 

cloned the mFlp5 gene downstream of Upstream Regulating Sequences (UAS) and generated 

UAS-mFlp5 transgenic flies. These two constructs were recombined on a single chromosome 
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according to the crossing scheme in Fig. 10A. This set of transgenes will serve as the core of the 

cell labeling system and can be exploited for a variety of purposes in any cell type of interest.  

In this case, the core labeling system will be expressed in the photoreceptor cells 

specifically. Gal4 transactivator under the regulation of the photoreceptor-specific elav gene was 

recombined with the chromosome harboring the null wtsX1 mutation on chromosome III (Fig. 

10A). Then, all transgenes assembled on separate chromosomes were combined in a single 

animal. This way, the stock is ready to be crossed to flies carrying a mutation in the rbf gene and 

containing the components required for generating the mosaic tissue. 
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Figure 9. Photoreceptor cell lineage tracing system. 

(A) The schematic representation of the rbf wts mutant phenotype. One ommatidial cluster is 
represented by green diamonds. The white diamonds are photoreceptors that lost the expression 
of their markers. The model of possible explanations for the loss or markers. 
(B) The schematic design for photoreceptor cell lineage tracing with the expression of lacZ. 
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B. Validating the cell lineage-tracing system 

 Each step of generating the system was functionally validated in vivo. To check 

recombination on the second chromosome, we drove the expression of UAS-mFlp5, 

act≥stop≥lacZnls in imaginal discs and performed immunofluorescence for β-Gal. In the eye 

imaginal disc, we used the GMR-Gal4 driver, which is a string driver and expresses genes in all 

differentiated eye cells (Fig. 10B). In the negative control wild type Canton S pupal eye discs, 

ELAV marks all photoreceptors, however there is no β-Gal staining, as expected. β-Gal 

expression is detected in all eye cells when GMR drove UAS-mFlp5, act≥stop≥lacZnls. To 

confirm this result, we used a different driver for the wing disc. ptc-Gal4 is expressed in a stripe 

along the anterior/posterior boundary as shown in a wild type Canton S wing disc (Fig. 10C). β-

Gal protein is detected in the precise stripe, identical to the wild type Ptc expression pattern.  

 There are two elements on the third chromosome. First, the elav-Gal4 transgene was 

tested by crossing it to UAS-GFP. ELAV protein is detected in the photoreceptor cells in the 

posterior of the eye disc. GFP driven by GAL4 can also be seen in the posterior (Fig. 10D). This 

expression is delayed, but it is consistent with the strength of the driver. The second element is 

the 82BFRT wtsX1, which are required for generating the mutant clones harboring a null mutation 

in the wts gene. We crossed the stock to ey-Flp; 82BFRT GFP to generate clones in the eye 

imaginal disc and mark clones with presence or absence of GFP. This cross yielded clones, 

which confirms the presence of the 82BFRT element required for mitotic recombination. We also 

observed that the GFP-negative mutant tissue was overgrown compared to the GFP-positive wild 

type clone, indicating that we recovered the wtsX1 null allele (Fig. 10E).  

 Lastly, these two chromosomes were combined in a single animal. All individual 

elements were tested again as described above (data not shown).  
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Figure 10. Crossing scheme and validation of the lineage-tracing system. 

 (A) Crossing scheme for assembling the components of the cell labeling system.  
(B, C) Validation of transgenes on chromosome II.  
(B) 48hr APF pupal eye disc of wild type Canton S flies show ommatidial clusters stained with 
ELAV (green) and no staining for β-Gal (red).  GMR>mFlp5, act5c≥stop≥lacZ eye disc shows 
β-Gal in all cells of the eye disc.  
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(C) Ptc protein expression pattern in a wild type Canton S wing disc. ptc-Gal4 driven UAS-
mFlp5, act5c≥stop≥lacZ β-Gal protein pattern. DAPI (blue), β-Gal (red). 
(D, E) Validation of transgenes on chromosome III. 
(D) elav-Gal4 82BFRT wtsX1 crossed to UAS-GFP shows GFP protein expression in ELAV-
expression pattern at the posterior of the eye disc. ELAV (green), GFP (red) in the merged 
image. 
(E) ey-Flp; 82BFRT GFP crossed to elav-Gal4 82BFRT wtsX1. Wild type clones are marked by 
GFP (green) and the mutant clones are marked by the absence of GFP. DAPI marks nuclei 
(blue). 
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C. Assessing the efficiency of labeling 

After the final stock was made, we tested the efficiency of the system in labeling 

photoreceptors. Because the system consists of multiple steps, we reasoned that it might require a 

substantial amount of time. Consistent with our prediction, β-Gal could not be detected at the 

third instar larval stage (Fig. 11A). However, we could clearly detect its expression at the mid-

pupal stage at 48hr after pupa formation (APF) (Fig. 11A).   

In theory, every single cell expressing ELAV should also express β-Gal, according to our 

design. In practice, that is not the case. We observe photoreceptor clusters containing varying 

numbers of β-Gal-positive cells (Fig. 11B). Quantification determined that on average, there are 

two β-Gal-positive cells per ommatidial cluster, or 28% efficiency of labeling. Most importantly, 

every β-Gal-positive cell was also positive for ELAV, indicating that a 100% of labeled cells are 

specifically photoreceptors.  
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Figure 11. Labeling efficiency of the lineage-tracing system. 

(A) Third instar larval eye disc of UAS-mFlp5, act5c≥stop≥lacZ; elav-Gal4 82BFRT wtsX1 stock. 
No β-Gal (red) is detected, DAPI (blue). 
(B) 48hr APF pupal eye disc of the same stock. ELAV (green) marks photoreceptor cells. β-Gal 
(red) is detected in photoreceptor cells. 
(C) 100X zoomed-in image of 48hr APF pupal eye disc. ELAV (green) and β-Gal (red) co-
localize in photoreceptor cells. 
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D. rbf wts double mutant cells are not eliminated 

With the cell labeling system in place, now we are able to analyze the rbf wts mutant cells 

by labeling the photoreceptor cells in the background of the rbf wts mutation. We looked at the 

mid-pupal eye discs at approximately 48hr APF, and stained for the photoreceptor marker ELAV 

and β-Gal (Fig. 12A, whole disc). From the whole disc we can clearly see the GFP-negative 

mutant clones where ELAV expression is disorganized and disrupted. The photoreceptor reporter 

β-Gal expression is scattered throughout the tissue. 

In Fig. 12B, we zoom into a portion of the pupal disc. In the wild type clone, marked by 

GFP, all β-Gal-positive cells also express ELAV, consistent with our validation results (magenta 

arrows). We also observe the same combination in the GFP-negative double mutant tissue, as not 

all mutant photoreceptors are losing their markers (5). As expected, we see a number of ELAV-

positive photoreceptor cells that weren’t labeled with β-Gal in both wild type and mutant clones 

(white arrows). 

Upon further scrutiny, the photoreceptor cells expressing β-Gal, which is dependent on 

the expression of the elav gene, were missing ELAV protein. Strikingly, this β-Gal 

positive/ELAV negative combination is observed only in the rbf wts double mutant tissue. This 

means that the double mutant cells expressed elav gene, then consequently the lacZ gene, 

differentiated into photoreceptors and somehow through the course of development failed to 

maintain the expression of the elav gene and the ELAV protein. This result is a proof that rbf wts 

double mutant cells lose their differentiation marker, but are not eliminated by apoptosis or 

otherwise. 

Importantly, this defect is not a consequence of overproliferation. Overexpression of the 

constitutively active ykiS168A is not sufficient to induce loss of photoreceptors (Fig. 13A). Here, 
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ykiS168A expression was induced much earlier in development with a heat shock driver. Even 

though ykiS168A promotes over-proliferation and tissue overgrowth, in the rbf mutant background 

differentiated photoreceptor clusters retain the expression of Sens (red) and ELAV (blue) (Fig. 

13A). This result is in full agreement with our previous finding of ykiS168A overexpression in 

postmitotic photoreceptor cells with the GMR driver. 

In order to determine whether this phenotype is merely a consequence of inactivating two 

tumor suppressors, we analyzed rbf tsc double mutant tissue. tsc inactivation on its own results in 

cell growth and mild acceleration in cell cycle progression, but terminal differentiation occurs 

normally (12,13). In rbf tsc double mutant tissue, differentiation was unaffected as indicated by 

the unperturbed pattern of Sens positive cells (Fig. 13B). Based on these observations and other 

experimental evidence presented by our lab, committed photoreceptor cells are losing their 

differentiation markers upon simultaneous inactivation of RBF and Hippo pathways specifically.  

 From our three explanations for the disappearance of the photoreceptor markers in rbf wts 

mutant cells (Fig. 9A), we can reject the possibility that these cells are eliminated.  
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Figure 12. rbf wts mutant photoreceptor cells are not eliminated. 

(A) 48hr APF pupal eye disc. rbf wts mutant clones are marked by the absence of GFP (green), 
photoreceptor cells are stained for ELAV (blue) and β-Gal (red).  
(B) 100X zoomed-in image. The dotted line marks the border between the wild type and mutant 
clones. White arrows point at ELAV-positive photoreceptor that were not labeled with β-Gal. 
Magenta arrows point at photoreceptor cells that are positive for both ELAV and β-Gal. Yellow 
arrows point at β-Gal-positive photoreceptors which have lost ELAV. The chart on the right 
shows the distribution of the label combinations in each genotype.  
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Figure 13. Loss of photoreceptor phenotype is specific to mutations in rbf and wts. 

Third instar eye imaginal discs stained with differentiation markers, Sens (red) and ELAV (blue). 
(A) Heat shock-induced ykiS168A overexpressing clones marked by GFP. Right, zoomed-in images 
of separate channels reveal that in both wild type (GFP-negative) and > ykiS168A expressing 
clones (GFP-positive) display normal distribution of Sens and ELAV. 
(B) Heat shock-induced ykiS168A overexpressing clones marked by GFP in the background of 
rbf120a mutant. The hyperactive ykiS168A is not sufficient to trigger loss of Sens and ELAV 
expression even when the RBF pathway is deregulated. 
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(C-D) Mutation of the tumor suppressor gene tsc alone (C) or in conjunction with rbf is not 
sufficient to disrupt the expression of Sens and ELAV. GFP marks wild type clone, lack of GFP 
marks the mutant clone. 
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E. Determining the new identity of the rbf wts cells 

 With this labeling system, we can now move forward in efforts to determine the new 

identity adopted by the rbf wts cells. The heterogeneous nature of the tissue we work with, in 

terms of both cell type and genotype, make it difficult to study bulk samples. The surrounding 

tissue can easily mask the effects in the rbf wts cells. Therefore, we decided to characterize them 

on the level of single cells. Fluidigm Corporation has developed an integrated fluidic circuit 

technology to distribute single cells into separate wells. Each cell can individually be assayed for 

gene expression. To our knowledge, this technology hasn’t been exploited for single cell studies 

from Drosophila tissues. It has, however, been used to successfully differentiate all cell types in 

a mouse lung (14) and define sub-states of pluripotency (15). 

 We optimized the conditions for imaginal disc dissociation, single cell capture and gene 

expression on wild type tissues expressing the photoreceptor cell labeling system. Third instar 

larval eye discs were severed from the antennal disc and dissociated into a single cell suspension 

in a Trypsin/PBS solution (Fig. 14A). Recovered single cells were re-suspended in BSA/PBS 

solution and separated into individual wells with the C1 Single-Cell Auto Prep System (Fig. 

14A, right panels). mRNA and cDNA are generated in the same run by the C1 Single-Cell Auto 

Prep System. Then we measured expression levels of select genes with Biomark HD single cell 

qPCR machine. We could measure the reference gene rp49 in all cells assayed (Fig. 14B). These 

cells segregated by their expression of lacZ, which is induced only in the photoreceptor cells. 

This shows that despite the protein β-Gal not being detected at the third instar larval stage, the 

gene is clearly expressed. The lacZ mRNA expression can be used to distinguish the labeled 

photoreceptors from other cells of the eye imaginal disc. Now we have the genetic tool to 
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identify photoreceptor cells as well as the methodology to accurately assay their gene expression 

pattern. 

 In order to determine whether the rbf wts mutant cells have dedifferentiated or 

transdifferentiated, we must compare the transcriptional signature of these cells to the signatures 

of progenitors and other eye cell types. Except for a handful of cell type specific markers, to 

date, there are no available transcriptional data of purified cell populations. The only resource is 

the microarray analysis done in the larval eye disc, where progenitor (GMR-) vs differentiated 

(GMR+) cell populations were sorted and assayed (16). This data gave an insight into the 

transcriptional differences between progenitor cells and differentiating posterior cells, which 

include photoreceptors and all interommatidial cells that are poised to be specified. The data still 

is an average of a heterogeneous population of cells. Therefore, we utilized the single cell 

analysis approach. This method will not only characterize the rbf wts mutant cells, but also give 

wild type cell fate- specific transcriptional signatures and identify novel markers.   
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Figure 14. Single cell analysis. 

(A) Left, tissue dissociation procedure. Right, images for the third instar larval eye disc, which 
was separated from the antennal disc, dissociated into a single cell suspension and captured in 
individual wells (red arrow). 
(B) Gene expression of four representative captured single cells from UAS-mFlp5, 
act5c≥stop≥lacZ; elav-Gal4 82BFRT wtsX1 stock. rp49 is a reference gene. Cells can be 
segregated by the expression of the photoreceptor- specific lacZ gene.   
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3.4. Discussion 

It is widely believed that in multicellular organisms terminal differentiation is 

accompanied by the loss of cellular plasticity. This notion of irreversibility has been challenged 

with mounting evidence, including nuclear transfer experiments (17) and most powerfully, by the 

iPS technology (18). During adulthood, when organs experience mechanical damage, they 

initiate many processes to repair the damaged tissue. These processes include adult stem cell 

activation, expansion of the existing cells, dedifferentiation or even transdifferentiation 

(reviewed in (19)). These data reveal the remarkable plasticity of terminally differentiated cells. 

Our work has uncovered a novel setting where the terminally differentiated state has been 

compromised by inactivation of the RBF and Hippo tumor suppressor pathways (5). In these 

mutant cells, the photoreceptor cells differentiate and form normally, but over time fail to 

maintain the expression of their photoreceptor-specific markers. Here, we have for the first time 

visualized the rbf wts cells and completed the groundwork for further characterization by 

creating the novel photoreceptor cell lineage tracing system.  

Out of the three plausible explanations we proposed, we rejected the possibility that the 

rbf wts cells, which have lost the expression of their markers, have simply been eliminated. We 

conclusively demonstrated the persistence of once differentiated, β-Gal expressing cells that 

failed to maintain the expression of ELAV (Fig. 12B). Notably, these cells are found only in the 

rbf wts mutant clones, confirming the requirement for both the Rb and Hippo pathways to 

maintain their differentiated state. Additionally, the loss-of-markers phenotype is much more 

severe than presented as we are likely to be underestimating the frequency of these events 

considering the 28% efficiency of cell labeling events (Fig. 11). 
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Determining the new fate of the rbf wts mutant cells is particularly exciting in light of 

new emerging roles for both the Rb and the Hippo pathways. In a murine model of liver 

development, it has been shown that hepatocytes dedifferentiate to progenitor-like cells 

following acute inactivation of the Hippo pathway. These dedifferentiated cells were capable of 

giving rise to mature hepatocytes only if the proper function of the pathway was restored (20). 

The pRb protein has been shown to promote differentiation by interacting with cell type-specific 

factors, as in osteogenic program (6), and more recently, by de-repressing genes required for 

mitochondrial activity (21). 

With a change in cell fate comes a change in cell morphology, shape, size and function. 

Particularly, if we are considering the switch from a rod-shaped photoreceptor cell with its 

elongated rhabdomere and extending axonal projections to a progenitor cell, for instance, one 

can imagine a great deal of tissue reorganization to accommodate such a dramatic 

transformation. However, with its implications in sensing intra- and extra-cellular mechanical 

tensions, cell geometry and cell-cell contact, the Hippo pathway is one of the best candidates fit 

for the job (22).  

In order to determine the precise roles of the Rb and Hippo pathways in maintenance of 

differentiation, especially in complex and heterogeneous tissues, such as the eye imaginal discs, 

it is of utmost importance to accurately identify the cells of interest. Therefore, we placed a 

tremendous amount of importance in developing the lineage-tracing system.  It is critical to note 

that the lineage-tracing system is designed to be highly flexible. The core construct UAS-mFlp5, 

act5c≥stop≥lacZ can be driven in any cell- or tissue-specific manner. Additionally, the use of the 

modified mFlp5/mFRT71 system allows for combination of this cassette with stocks carrying the 

commonly used classical Flp/FRT system with no cross reactivity. We have generated an 
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alternative version by replacing the lacZ gene with GFP. This will permit following the labeled 

cells in vivo, live imaging and fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) to enrich for certain 

cell populations. This system proves to be a valuable tool and contributes to the rich variety of 

genetic tools available in Drosophila. 

With the rising awareness of cellular heterogeneity even among the cells of the same 

origin, more effort has been placed on increasing the precision and accuracy of our 

measurements. One of the state of the art methods is the integrated fluidic circuit technology 

developed by the Fluidigm Corporation. This system separates single cells and performs lysis, 

mRNA and cDNA generation of individual cells in nanoliter volumes of reactions. This method 

has been successfully used to segregate all cell types of a mouse distal lung (14). To our 

knowledge, this technology has not been exploited in Drosophila. We are utilizing this 

technology to determine cell type-specific transcriptional programs on a single cell level and 

identify the new fate the rbf wts mutant cells may have adopted.  
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3.5. Materials and methods 

A. Fly stocks 

All fly stocks were kept at 25oC on standard cornmeal agar food.  

The following fly stocks were generated:  
UAS-mFlp5 (II)  
UAS-mFlp5, act5c≥stop≥lacZ  
UAS-mFlp5, act5c≥stop≥lacZ; elav-Gal4 82BFRT wtsX1 

 
Additional fly stocks used:  
GMR-Gal4 (II)  
elav-Gal4 (III)  
ptc-Gal4 (II)  
rbf120a, ey-Flp; 82BFRT GFP  
82BFRT wtsX1 
 
 

B. Cloning- UAS-mFlp5 

ey-mFlp5 construct was a generous gift from the Salecker lab. mFlp5 was digested with BglII 

and XbaI and inserted into pUAST transformation vector. The embryo injections were done by 

BestGene Inc. (Chino Hills, CA). Ten transgenic animals with germline insertions were obtained, 

the insertions were mapped and one line with the insertion on the second chromosome was tested 

and used for further studies.  

 

C. Immunofluorescence 

Antibodies used were mouse anti-Ptc (DSHB, 1:50), rat anti-ELAV (DSHB, 1:150), mouse anti-

β-gal (DSHB, 1:200), Cy3- and Cy5-conjugated secondary antibodies (Jackson 

ImmunoLaboratories, 1:200). The cells were also stained with DAPI (Sigma). Larval and pupal 

tissues were fixed in 4% formaldehyde for 30 min on ice, washed in phosphate-buffered saline 

and 0.3% Triton X-100 (PBST) and incubated with the primary antibodies overnight in PBST 
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and 10% normal donkey serum. The samples were incubated with the secondary antibodies for 

1hr at RT at the concentration of 1:200. The imaginal discs were then washed in PBST and 

stored in glycerol with propyl gallate anti-fade reagent. The images were captured using the 

Zeiss LSM700 confocal microscope.    

 

D. Single Cell Analysis- tissue dissociation 

Third instar eye imaginal discs were dissected and detached from the antennal portion in 

Schneider medium. The discs were allowed to sink to the bottom of the tube. The Schneider 

medium was replaced with 300 ul of 10X Trypsin (Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS solution. The tubes 

were placed on conventional tabletop shaker for 1 hour at room temperature with occasional mild 

vortexing for 5-10 sec. After 1 hour, the clumps were allowed to sink to the bottom of the tube 

for 5 min and the top portion containing dissociated single cells was transferred to a new tube. In 

the meantime, the 200 ul of fresh Trypsin/PBS solution was replaced in the tube with tissue 

chunks and placed on the shaker for additional 30 min. The collected single cell suspensions 

were spun at 2000 rpm at 4oC for 5min and resuspended in 1% BSA/1X PBS solution. The cells 

were filtered through a cell strainer and quantified using a hemocytometer. Trypan blue staining 

was used to assess percent viability. 

 

E. Single Cell Analysis- C1 capture, BioMark HD qPCR 

Single cell suspension was separated on C1 Auto-Prep system into individual wells. The cells 

were lysed and the cDNA was generated in the same system. Primers at low concentration were 

added for pre-amplification step. Pre-amplified amplicons were detected for gene expression 
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measured Biomark HD qPCR machine. All experiments were carried out according to the 

protocols recommended by Fluidigm corporation. 
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4. Therapeutic activation of pRb by small molecule inhibitor PD0332991 leads to elevated 

mitochondrial activity 

 

4.1. Summary 

 The Rb pathway is a key regulator of the cell cycle. Inactivation of this pathway is 

considered to be an obligatory step for cancer progression. In the clinic, Rb status is an important 

determinant of cancer progression, disease outcome and prognosis. Therapeutic activation of the 

Rb protein with the Cyclin D/CDK4 inhibitor PD0332991 (Palbociclib) robustly arrests cells in 

G1. Additionally, this treatment upregulates the expression of mitochondria-associated genes and 

as a result, mitochondrial activity. This activity is required for apoptosis in response to cytotoxic 

agents. However, cell lines exhibit varying levels of sensitivity to genotoxic agents following 

PD0332991 treatment. The normal breast tissue cells MCF10A and the cancer cell line MCF7 

can be sensitized to doxorubicin-induced apoptosis when pre-treated with PD0332991. In 

contrast, the more aggressive MDA-MB-231 cancer cells exhibited higher resistance to cell 

death, despite the increase in mitochondrial activity following PD0332991 treatment. In the 

clinical setting, these factors must be taken into account when treatments are designed for 

individual patients.  
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4.2. Introduction 

In light of increasing evidence of the Rb and Hippo pathways interacting, we sought to 

identify more points of crosstalk between these two pathways. A hint came from a study where 

overexpression of the Drosophila yki in wing discs or mammalian YAP2 in human breast cancer 

cell lines lead to enhanced mitochondrial mass, elongated and enlarged mitochondria (1). 

Similarly, Rb/E2f axis has been linked to mitochondrial activity (2). Our lab showed that the Rb 

pathway directly regulates mitochondria-associated genes in flies and the human osteosarcoma 

cell line SAOS2. Disruption of the Rb pathway leads to punctate mitochondrial morphology and 

reduced activity (3). Therefore, we asked whether Rb and Hippo pathways cooperate to regulate 

mitochondrial function. 

Mitochondria are highly dynamic organelles that are major suppliers of cellular energy, 

which they provide in the form of ATP via oxidative phosphorylation. Mitochondria also play 

important roles in various biochemical pathways, such as The Citric Acid Cycle (TCA), β-

oxidation of fatty acids and biosynthesis of other metabolites. In addition to their central role in 

biochemical pathways, the mitochondria are important regulators of cell death. Pro-apoptotic 

proteins permeabilize the mitochondrial outer membrane, releasing cytochrome c (cyt c) to the 

cytosol. Cyt c initiates a series of proteolytic events carried out by caspases (4).     

In Drosophila dDP mutants, cells fail to execute apoptosis following DNA damaging 

radiation. This defect was attributed to dysfunctional mitochondrial activity (3). It was shown 

that the genes required for mitochondrial biogenesis and activity are under the control of the 

dDP/dE2f1 complex. However, when endogenous e2f1 gene is acutely removed in post-mitotic 

cells, they are sensitive to cell death induced by ionizing irradiation (3). This sensitivity to cell 
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death was permitted by functional mitochondria, suggesting that an acute inactivation of the 

dDP/dE2f1 complex is not sufficient to compromise mitochondrial activity.  

In mammalian systems, phosphorylation of pRb by CDK4 and CDK6 is essential to 

release the inhibitory effect of pRb from E2Fs to activate the E2F-dependent transcriptional 

program. Inhibition of CDK4/6 leads to accumulation of active pRb, which acutely inactivates 

E2F and prevents induction of E2F-dependent transcription. PD0332991 is a small molecule 

drug that specifically inhibits the kinase activity of CDK4/6 and subsequently, robustly arrests 

cells in G1 phase (5). Paradoxically, pre-treatment with PD0332991 protected breast cancer cells 

from cell death induced by cytotoxic agents (6).  

We hypothesized that acute inactivation of E2F by PD0332991 treatment results in 

changes in mitochondrial activity. We propose that modulation of mitochondrial activity by 

accumulation of active pRb plays an important role in sensitivity to cell death.  
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4.3. Results 

A. PD0332991 potently arrests Rb-proficient cells in G1. 

In order to address the effect of PD0332991 on mitochondria, we first confirmed that the 

treatment would result in a robust G1 arrest of Rb-proficient cells. We treated the normal breast 

tissue cells MCF10A, and two breast cancer cell lines, MCF7 and MDA-MB-231, with 500nM 

PD0332991 for 24 hours. The cell cycle profile assayed by DNA content clearly exhibited the 

disappearance of cells in S-phase and accumulation of cells in G1 (Fig. 15A-C). Consistent with 

the mechanism of action for PD0332991, the Rb-deficient MDA-MB-468 cells failed to arrest in 

G1 following PD0332991 treatment (Fig. 15D).  

  The combinatorial effect of PD0332991 and cytotoxic agents has been studied 

extensively in the Rb-proficient breast cancer cell line MDA-MB-231. The Knudsen group 

showed that the breast cancer cells pre-treated with PD0332991 were insensitive to either 

doxorubicin- or paclitaxel- induced apoptosis (6). Consistent with their observations, we also 

saw that PD0332991 pre-treatment blocked doxorubicin-induced arrest in S-phase (Fig. 15E). 

Additionally, the pretreatment blocked the accumulation of the apoptotic marker, cleaved PARP, 

in MDA-MB-231 cancer cell line (Fig. 15F).      
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Figure 15. PD0332991 treatment arrests cells in G1. 

(A-D) Cell cycle profile of breast tissue cells treated with 500nM PD0332991 (red trace) and 
control DMSO (black trace). 
(E) MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells treated with 1µM Doxorubicin alone for 24hr (left) and 
pre-treated with PD0332991 for 24hr and then subjected to doxorubicin treatment (right). 
Cell cycle profiles are visualized with Propidium Iodide staining.  
(F) Western blot analysis of MDA-MB-231 cells assayed for apoptosis with the appearance of a 
band for cleaved PARP. Actin used as a loading control. 
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B. PD0332991 treatment increases mitochondrial activity of normal breast tissue MCF10A 

cells 

 We decided to first delineate the effect of PD0332991 treatment on the normal breast 

tissue cell line MCF10A. As shown previously, a 24hr treatment with PD0332991 arrests these 

cells in G1 (Fig. 16A). We reasoned that accumulation of active pRb would block E2f1 activity 

and subsequently, the expression of its target genes. We first measured the expression levels of 

previously defined mitochondria-associated genes, which are direct targets of the E2f1 

transcription factor (3). We observed that the expression of these genes was either unchanged or 

increased (Fig. 16A). Because these cells are arrested in G1 and the classical E2f targets are 

required for G1 to S phase transition, we checked whether PCNA expression was affected. PCNA 

expression was downregulated consistent with the arrest in G1 (Fig. 16A). Therefore, the Rb-

mediated increase in the mitochondria-associated gene expression may be conducted through an 

E2f-independent mechanism.  

 Next we asked whether this increase in the level of mitochondria-associated genes would 

result in an increase in oxidative phosphorylation. We measured oxygen consumption using the 

Seahorse Bioscience extracellular flux analyzer. Mitochonodrial activity is stressed with addition 

of a series of drugs. Oligomycin is injected which blocks ATP production, thus oxygen 

consumption. FCCP is an uncoupler of the membrane potential and therefore, allows for 

maximal production of ATP. Antimycin A and Rotenone are inhibitors of complex I and III, 

respectively, and block all mitochondrial respiration. This stress test gives an oxygen 

consumption profile, which can be compared between different treatments. A 24-hour treatment 

with PD0332991 boosted the basal oxygen consumption rate, consistent with the elevated 
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mitochondrial gene expression levels.  Furthermore, these cells exhibited a much higher maximal 

respiration rate, which means that they have a larger reserve capacity should they need it.  

    

C. Increased mitochondrial activity sensitized MCF10A cells to doxorubicin-induced 
apoptosis 
 

Mitochondria play a central role in the execution of the apoptotic response (7). The 

release of cyt c from the inner membrane of the mitochondria triggers a cascade of signaling 

which results in programmed cell death. We asked whether increased mitochondrial activity in 

MCF10A cells following PD0332991 treatment was responsible for modulating apoptotic 

response. We employed Annexin V staining to measure apoptosis in cells treated with 

combinations of pharmaceutical drugs commonly used in the clinic. Annexin V is an antibody 

that selectively binds to phosphotidyl serines. During apoptosis, membrane phospholipid 

phosphotidyl serine is translocated from the inner layer of the plasma membrane to the outer 

leaflet, thereby exposing it to the extracellular space. Annexin V does not permeate intact 

cellular membrane; therefore will only bind to the exposed phosphotidyl serines and this serves 

as an early marker for apoptosis. Annexin V conjugated to FITC is measured by flow cytometry 

and the results are presented as histograms. The number of Annexin V-positive cells is quantified 

and presented as bar graphs.  

Doxorubicin is a DNA-damaging agent that effectively induces apoptosis in cycling cells 

(8,9). We first measured the level of apoptosis following a 24hr treatment with 1µM doxorubicin 

in MCF10A cells. 27.9% of the total cells assayed were positive for Annexin V, compared to 

14% basal level of cell death in the untreated culture (Fig. 16C, D). Pre-treatment with 

PD0332991 further sensitized the MCF10A cells to doxorubicin-induced apoptosis by 

dramatically increasing the Annexin V- positive cell percentage to 76.5% (Fig. 16C, D). If this 
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increase in sensitivity to apoptosis indeed is mediated through elevated mitochondrial activity 

and oxidative phosphorylation, then we should be able to recapitulate this effect by boosting 

oxidative phosphorylation by means other than PD0332991 treatment.      

Bezafibrate is a pharmaceutical drug used for treatment of hyperlipidemia. It helps lower 

cholesterol and triglyceride levels in the blood (10). Bezafibrate is a pan-PPAR agonist that 

stimulates the expression of the genes required for beta-oxidation, products of which are fed into 

the TCA cycle and consequently, this boosts oxidative phosphorylation (11,12). Pre-treatment 

with 500 µM bezafibrate for 48 hours greatly sensitized the MCF10A cells to doxorubicin-

induced apoptosis and resulted in a 71.9% Annexin V-positive cells. This result strongly 

supports that PD0332991-mediated increase in mitochondrial activity and oxidative 

phosphorylation is responsible for increased sensitivity to apoptosis. Pre-treating cells with both 

PD0332991 and bezafibrate even further increased the percentage of apoptotic cells to 82.9% 

(Fig. 16C).  
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Figure 16. PD0332991 treatment of MCF10A cells enhances mitochondrial activity and 
sensitizes them to apoptosis. 

(A) Relative gene expression levels measured by qRT-PCR. Mitochondria-associated genes on 
the left panel are increased or unaffected in PD0332991-treated cells (red bars) compared to 
DMSO control (gray bars). On the right, a decrease in PCNA gene expression in PD0332991-
treated cells. Error bars indicate stdev of technical replicates. The data is representative of three 
independent experiments. The data is normalized to the reference gene β2M and presented 
relative to DMSO control.  
(B) Oxygen consumption rate measured by the XFe96 extracellular flux analyzer. The cells 
treated with 500nM PD0332991 for 24hr is presented in red, DMSO control in black. Data was 
normalized to cell number. Error bars indicate standard deviation of technical replicates. The 
data is representative of two independent experiments.  
(C) Apoptosis measured by Annexin V-FITC staining in cells of indicated treatment. The left 
peak indicates the percentage of cells negative for Annexin V-FITC and the right peak indicates 
the percentage of cells positive for Annexin V-FITC (apoptotic). The quantification of Annexin 
V-FITC positive cell percentages is presented as a bar chart. The data is representative of two 
independent experiments.  
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D. PD0332991 treatment increases mitochondrial activity in breast cancer cell lines, MCF7 

and MDA-MB-231, but they exhibit varying sensitivity to apoptosis   

Based on the results we saw in normal breast tissue MCF10A cells, we reasoned that this 

increased sensitivity to apoptosis could be exploited to treat cancer cells. We subjected MCF7 

and MDA-MB-231 cancer cells to PD0332991 treatment for 24 hours. As expected, both of these 

cell lines displayed elevated levels of E2f1 target mitochondria-associated genes and increased 

mitochondrial activity measured by the Seahorse Bioscience extracellular flux analysis (Fig. 

17A-D). In MDA-MB-231 cells, the increase is particularly pronounced.  

Similar to the MCF10A cells, we measured the sensitivity to doxorubicin-induced 

apoptosis in cancer cells. The histogram overlays for doxorubicin alone (gray shaded) and 

PD0332991 pre-treatment followed by doxorubicin (red) or with bezafibrate pre-treatment 

followed by doxorubicin (blue) are shown for each cell line. To our surprise, in MCF7 cells, pre-

treatment with PD0332991 alone or bezafibrate alone showed no appreciable difference in 

doxorubicin-induced apoptosis (Fig. 17C). However, when MCF7 cancer cells were pre-treated 

with both PD0332991 and bezafibrate (green) simultaneously, the number of apoptotic cells 

increased by approximately two-fold. This result suggests that the higher resistance to cell death 

in MCF7 cancer cells, compared to normal MCF10A cells, had to be overcome with a 

combination of mechanisms that elevate mitochondrial activity. In the more aggressive breast 

cancer MDA-MB-231 cells, even the combination pre-treatment was not sufficient to further 

sensitize them to doxorubicin-induced apoptosis (Fig. 17G-H). These data taken together 

underline the inherent variability between cell lines and the level of resistance to cell death.   

To confirm that the PD0332991-mediated effects are Rb-dependent, we performed the 

same experiments on Rb-null breast cancer MDA-MB-468 cell line. As expected, the expression 
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levels for mitochondria-associated genes were unaffected (Fig. 18A). Consequently, there was no 

significant change in oxidative phosphorylation and no effect on the level of doxorubicin-

induced apoptosis (Fig. 18B-D). 
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Figure 17. Breast cancer cell lines treated with PD0332991 exhibit enhanced mitochondrial 
activity, but differential sensitivity to apoptosis. 
 
(A, D) Relative gene expression levels measured by qRT-PCR. Mitochondria-associated genes 
on the left panel are increased or unaffected in PD0332991-treated cells (red bars) compared to 
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DMSO control (gray bars). The data is normalized to the reference gene β2M and presented 
relative to DMSO control.  
(B, E) Oxygen consumption rate measured by the XFe96 extracellular flux analyzer. The cells 
treated with 500nM PD0332991 for 24hr is presented in red, DMSO control in black. Data was 
normalized to cell number. Error bars indicate standard deviation of technical replicates. The 
data is representative of two independent experiments. 
(C, F) Apoptosis measured by Annexin V-FITC staining in cells of indicated treatment. The gray 
shaded peaks correspond to 1µM doxorubicin treatment alone, red trace to PD0332991 
treatment, blue trace to 500 µM bezafibrate treatment and the green trace to the concurrent 
treatment of both PD0332991 and bezafibrate. The quantification of Annexin V-FITC positive 
cell percentages is presented as a bar chart. The data is representative of two independent 
experiments.  
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Figure 18. Rb-null MDA-MB-468 cells are insensitive to PD0332991 treatment. 
 
(A, D) Relative gene expression levels measured by qRT-PCR. Mitochondria-associated genes 
on the left panel are increased or unaffected in PD0332991-treated cells (red bars) compared to 
DMSO control (gray bars). The data is normalized to the reference gene β2M and presented 
relative to DMSO control.  
(B, E) Oxygen consumption rate measured by the XFe96 extracellular flux analyzer. The cells 
treated with 500nM PD0332991 for 24hr is presented in red, DMSO control in black. Data was 
normalized to cell number. Error bars indicate standard deviation of technical replicates. The 
data is representative of two independent experiments. 
(C, F) Apoptosis measured by Annexin V-FITC staining in cells of indicated treatment. The gray 
shaded peaks correspond to 1µM doxorubicin treatment alone, red trace to PD0332991 
treatment, blue trace to 500 µM bezafibrate treatment and the green trace to the concurrent 
treatment of both PD0332991 and bezafibrate. The quantification of Annexin V-FITC positive 
cell percentages is presented as a bar chart. The data is representative of two independent 
experiments.  
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4.4. Discussion 
 

In the clinic, the prevailing question is why some cancer patients respond well to a 

treatment, while others don’t. Simply put, why do some treatments kill cancer cells and others 

don’t. This differential response depends on many factors with all upstream signaling converging 

on the apoptotic pathway, which is mediated through mitochondria.    

In our studies here, we describe the effect of the CDK4 inhibitor, PD0332991, on 

mitochondrial activity in breast cancer cell lines. In addition to potently arresting cells in G1 in 

an Rb-dependent fashion, PD0332991 treatment also elevated mitochondria-associated gene 

expression levels as well as oxidative phosphorylation. The increase in gene expression was 

counterintuitive given the inhibitory effect of pRb on E2f1 transcription factor. However, the 

classical target PCNA gene expression was reduced consisted with the cell cycle arrest (Fig. 

16A). This result suggests that pRb is functioning as an activator or as a de-repressor of 

mitochondria-associated gene expression in an E2f-independent fashion. The latter possibility is 

likely according to a recent study demonstrating that pRb antagonizes histone demethylase 

Kdm5 during myogenic differentiation (13). The study demonstrated that mitochondrial activity 

is necessary and sufficient for differentiation of mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEF) into 

myotubes. In MEFs, mitochondria-associated genes are bound and silenced by Kdm5. Kdm5 on 

these genes is replaced by pRb as MEFs differentiate into myotubes, strongly suggesting that 

pRb binding relieves the inhibition imposed by Kdm5.  

We argue that an increase in mitochondrial activity and oxygen consumption induced by 

PD0332991 sensitizes cells to apoptosis. However, this sensitivity varies from one cell type to 

another. In normal MCF10A cells, pre-treatment with PD0332991 results in a very high 

sensitivity to doxorubicin-induced apoptosis. MCF7 cancer cells required the combined effect of 
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PD0332991 and bezafibrate to achieve a high level of doxorubicin- induced apoptosis. MDA-

MB-231 cells derived from an aggressive basal subtype of breast cancer were even more 

insensitive to pro-apoptotic stimuli. All three cell lines exhibited different thresholds for cell 

death despite increased levels of mitochondria-associated gene levels and mitochondrial activity 

in all of them.   

Interestingly, in several types of cancers, such as multiple myeloma, acute lymphocytic 

leukemia, ovarian cancer and acute myeloid leukemia, it has been shown that the differential 

response to treatment was dependent on mitochondrial priming (14). Mitochondrial priming is 

defined as “the magnitude of response of mitochondria to pro-apoptotic peptides derived from 

the BH3 domains of the pro-apoptotic BH3-only proteins” (as quoted from (14)). It is measured 

by the amount of cyt c released or the loss of mitochondrial membrane potential following a 

treatment with BH3 peptides. The greater the loss of mitochondrial membrane potential in 

response to the pro-apoptotic peptide treatment, the higher the number of cells primed for cell 

death. Furthermore, in AML, mitochondrial priming determined not only initial response to 

cytotoxic chemotherapy, but also the risk of relapse (15). This kind of analysis has been done in 

leukemia and lymphoma only, but in principle, this idea of mitochondrial priming could expand 

to a wider array of cancer types (16). Low mitochondrial priming in breast cancer cells compared 

to the normal MCF10A line could be responsible for their increased resistance to cell death.    

Our results describe the role of the pRb in response to cytotoxic drug treatments of breast 

cancer cells. We showed that pRb-induced enhanced mitochondrial activity is sufficient to 

sensitize the normal MCF10A cells and, in conjunction with bezafibrate, MCF7 cancer cells to 

apoptosis. We show that the aggressive MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells are inherently more 

resistant to apoptosis. With the assays and methods established in the lab, it is imperative to 
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extend this analysis to the Hippo pathway and ask whether it cooperates with Rb in regulation of 

the mitochondrial activity and subsequently, the apoptotic response.  
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4.5. Materials and Methods 

A. Cell culture 

MCF7, MDA-MB-231 and MDA-MB-468 cells were maintained in DMEM supplemented with 

10% fetal bovine serum. MCF10A cells were grown in DMEM/F-12 medium supplemented with 

5% horse serum, 0.02 µg/ml EGF, 0.5 µg/ml hydrocortizone, 0.01 mg/ml, 10µg/ml cholera toxin, 

100 units/ml penicillin/streptomycin. All cultures were maintained at 37oC and 5% CO2. 

 

B. Drug treatments 

The cells were plated at 2x105 cells/well density in 6-well plates and allowed to adhere 

overnight. The drugs were added at the following concentrations: [PD0332991]= 500nM, 

[Doxorubicin]= 1µM, [Bezafibrate]= 500µM in 2ml volume. 0.1% DMSO treatment was used as 

a control.  

 

C. Gene expression qRT-PCR 

Cells of designated drug treatments were lysed in 1ml TRIzol (ThermoFisher) per one well of a 

6-well plate. The RNA was re-suspended in 50 µl of molecular grade water. 500ng of total RNA 

was used for the Reverse Transcriptase PCR reactions (SensiFAST cDNA synthesis kit, Bioline). 

1:20 dilution and SensiFAST Real-Time PCR kits were used for Quantitative Real-Time PCR 

reaction on Roche LightCycler 480 using primers previously published in Ambrus A et al 

(2014).   

 

D. Flow Cytometry 
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For Propidium Iodide (PI) cell cycle profile assays, the cells of designated treatments were 

harvested and fixed in 95% EtOH overnight at 4oC. The fixed cells were stained with 50 µg/ml 

Propidium Iodide (Sigma P4170-10MG). Annexin V staining was performed using FITC-

conjugated Annexin V antibody (BD Pharmingen 556547) according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions. All flow cytometry data were analyzed using FlowJo 9.3.2 software (Ashland, OR). 

 

E. Mito Stress Test Assay 

The cells treated with PD0332991 were counted and plated to Seahorse Biosciences assay plate 

at 2x104 cells per well. After 24hr, the Mito Stress Assay was run according to the 

manufacturer’s recommended protocol. The results were normalized to number of cells per well. 

Drug injections were set at the following final concentrations: [FCCP]= 0.5µM, [Oligomycin]= 

2µM, [Rotenone/Antimycin A]= 0.5µM. 

 

F. Western Blot 

Cells of indicated treatments were lysed in RIPA buffer. 30µg of total protein was loaded per 

well for SDS-PAGE. Rabbit anti- cleaved PARP antibody (Cell Signaling, Cat No 9541) was 

used at 1:3000 concentration in 5% BSA, incubated for 2 hours at RT. Mouse anti- actin 

antibody was used for loading control, incubated for 2 hours at RT. 
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5. Concluding remarks 

5.1. The Hippo pathway transcriptional mechanism 

 The Hippo signaling pathway regulates organ size by controlling the activity of the 

transcriptional co-activator Yki. Despite a tremendous leap in our understanding of the Hippo 

pathway, we still do not fully comprehend the transcriptional mechanisms of Yki. In Drosophila, 

Yki is recruited to its target genes by DNA-binding proteins, such as TEAD/TEF family protein 

Scalloped (Sd), the homeodomain protein Homothorax (Hth) and the zinc-finger transcription 

factor Teashirt (Tsh) (1-3). The interaction with the Dpp pathway is also mediated through Yki. 

In this particular case, downstream effectors of both pathways, Yki and Mad, physically 

associate and bind to their target miRNA bantam to synergistically promote growth (4).  

We uncovered a novel mode of interaction between the Hippo and Rb pathways. The 

downstream transcription factor complexes, dE2f1/dDP and Yki/Sd, activate the expression of 

their common target genes. In Nicolay BN, Bayarmagnai B et al (2011), I demonstrated that 

these complexes directly bind to the promoters of cell cycle targets, such as DNA pol ε, dDp and 

Mcm10 (5). Our further analysis in Bayarmagnai B et al (2012) identified chromatin-binding 

protein GAGA Factor (GAF), which is encoded by the Trithorax-like (Trl) gene, as a novel and 

critical partner in transcriptional regulation by Yki/Sd and dE2f1 (6). I showed that functional 

GAF and its binding to the promoters of target genes common to dE2f1-Yki/Sd was required for 

both normal developmental and ectopic cell proliferation. Mechanistically, GAF forms a multi-

protein complex with RBF and E2f1. The Irvine group demonstrated that GAF also forms a 

complex with Yki/Sd (7). Preliminary results of the fast protein liquid chromatography  (FPLC) 

experiments indicate that RBF, E2f1 and GAF are eluted in the same fraction further supporting 

the existence of a native multi-protein complex. We propose that GAF is the bridging molecule 
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that facilitates the interaction between dE2f1/dDP and Yki/Sd complexes and relieves the 

repression imposed by RBF. Furthermore, GAF has been shown to promote nucleosome-free 

regions, facilitate DNA looping and recruit RNA Pol II (8,9). This interaction provides an 

elegant mechanism for the Rb and Hippo pathways to cooperatively regulate transcription.  

Such regulation of transcription by the Rb and Hippo pathways is conserved in mammalian 

systems, including humans. It adds to the overwhelming amount of evidence of their implication 

in human developmental processes and pathologies. In cancers, both genetically and 

functionally, the Rb pathway is most targeted. Evidence for the amplification of YAP and 

silencing of the tumor suppressor kinases in human cancers are emerging with alarming speed 

(10,11). The requirement for the cooperation of the Rb and Hippo pathways has been 

demonstrated in pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma. Oncogenic Kras drove the formation of the 

initial tumor, however the tumor relapsed even after Kras expression was extinguished. The 

surviving cancer cells re-emerged by exploiting a different mechanism of upregulating cell cycle 

genes by YAP and E2f (12).  

These data collectively underscore the importance of halting the Hippo pathway 

transcriptional output in human pathologies and the study presented in this thesis provides more 

insight into the mechanism and identification of novel targets.   

 

5.2. Rb and Hippo pathways as guardians of terminal differentiation 
 

It has been well established that a terminally differentiated cell is much more plastic than 

previously thought (13). On one hand, for tissue homeostasis and maintenance of functionality, 

cells need to undergo proliferation or dedifferentiation to make up for the lost cells, especially 

following a mechanical damage or injury (14). This ability, on the other hand, can be a curse. If 
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cell proliferation is uncontrolled, it can lead to benign or malignant tumors. An intricate balance 

must be maintained and we still don’t have a full understanding of the mechanisms involved.  

The work presented here describes a novel setting of a defect in maintaining 

differentiation. With the powerful genetic model of Drosophila eye imaginal disc and the marker 

analysis, we demonstrated that concurrent inactivation of the Hippo and Rb pathways result in 

loss of differentiation markers (5). Importantly, we revealed that this defect is independent of 

their role in proliferation. Additionally, this crosstalk occurs at the level of tumor suppressors 

RBF and Wts or Hpo, as I showed that over-expression of yki in the progenitor eye cells in the 

rbf mutant background is not sufficient to trigger differentiation defects (Fig. 12).  

Addressing such complex phenotypes requires high precision and resolution methods. 

Analyzing bulk samples and whole tissues are no longer feasible when the cells of interest can be 

easily obscured in a heterogeneous population. Therefore, I created the genetic lineage-tracing 

tool and optimized the conditions for single cell analysis to determine the mechanism by which 

Rb and Hippo pathways cooperatively guard the state of terminal differentiation.  

 The eye tissue containing clones of rbf wts cells were dissociated into single cells and 

captured in individual wells. Initial analysis confirmed the success of our approach and identified 

differentiated cells marked by the expression of the reporter gene lacZ (Fig. 14). Furthermore, 

the current experiments of single cell RNA sequencing will give insight into the precise 

transcriptional signature of the rbf wts double mutant cells. This work is at an exciting stage 

where all groundwork for precise analysis has been completed. We are finally able to specifically 

identify and characterize the cells that fail to maintain the expression of their differentiated 

identity.    
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 Although the role of the Hippo pathway is well established in cell proliferation and 

organ growth, a new previously uncharacterized role in cell fate maintenance is emerging from 

the works of our lab and others. Most notably, the Hippo has been shown to be critical for 

hepatocyte fate maintenance in cooperation with the Notch pathway (15). These studies also 

highlight the significance of studying the cooperation among pathways, as no pathway functions 

in isolation. By focusing on one pathway at a time, we are bound to miss their roles critical for 

normal physiology and human pathologies. 
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